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THE SITUATION OF THE HUNGARIAN 
MINORITY GROWS WORSE FROM YEAR TO 

YEAR UNDER THE TATARESCU REGIME
BY

Dr. LADISLAS FRITZ
JUGE

Premier Tatarescu on November 13th placed the 
resignation of his Government in the hands of the King, 
who accepted the resignation. The official reason ad

duced in explanation of the resignation is that the constitu
tional term of activity of the present legislature expires in 
February, 1938, the short period still remaining not affording 
time enough for a discussion of the Estimates. The first 
politician to be entrusted —  subject to certain conditions — 
with the work of forming a Cabinet was Mihalache, leader 
of the National Peasant Party; but he refused to accept the 
condition of co-operation with Alexander Vaida, the result 
being that on November 18th. Tatarescu once more formed 
a Cabinet (with the co-operation of Professor Jorga’s 
National Democrat Party) the appointment of which involves 
a continuation of the system of government previously in 
force. Tatarescu has also concluded an election agreement 
with the “Rumanian Front” headed by Alexander Vajda. 
The new Government includes Valer Pop (who has been 
given a department without portfolio), though his place as 
Minister of Industry and Commerce has been taken by an 
engineer of the name of Bojoiu, Chairman of the “Petro^ani” . 
The Royal Writ dissolving Parliament has fixed the elections 
for December 20th and the following days. The new Parlia
ment is to assemble on February 17th.

In view of the negotiations which have been opened 
between Hungary and Rumania too, these events make it 
opportune that we should give a description of the situation
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of the Hungarian minorities living in Rumania, with particular 
reference to the four year rule of the first Tatarescu 
Government.

Acts and Ordinances openly at variance 
with the Minority Treaty.

The Tatarescu Government's four years of office have 
made the political, cultural and economic situation of the 
Hungarian population of the territories attached to Rumania, 
which was bad enough before, so infinitely more difficult that 
anything worse can hardly be imagined.

Of the general attitude towards the Hungarian minority 
adopted by the successive Rumanian Governments it must 
be said that it has shown a complete neglect of the obliga
tions undertaken in the Minority Treaty of 9th December 
1919. To say nothing of the fact that the provisions of that 
Treaty were not incorporated in the Constitution when it 
was reformed in 1923, no minority law has been passed yet. 
A  great number of special acts, ordinances and laws are 
diametrically opposed to its provisions, and there is no 
equality in the way they are being applied.

The number of laws openly at variance with the Minority 
Treaty has been considerably increased by the Tatarescu 
Government. As examples illustrating this point we mention 
the following:

The Act of 30th April, 1934, dealing with secondary 
education, which aims at depopulating minority denomina
tional schools by compelling the pupils to pass their exami
nation before committees composed of outsiders, is an 
unavowed assertion of the principle of numerus clausus. 
Among other things this Act ordains that minority teachers 
must pass the language tests and it nullified such provisions 
of the Act previously in force as were favourable to the 
minorities.

The Acts of 5th July, 1934, and 8th April, 1937, amend
ing the Elementary Education Act, supplement the provisions 
of the original by granting 10 hectares of land out of the 
estates at the disposal of the teachers of Rumanian natio
nality sent from Old Rumania to the Szekler counties of 
Transylvania to denationalize the Hungarian children there.
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The Act of 10th July, 1934, dealing with the centrali
zation of pharmaceutic education in the universities, abolished 
the pharmaceutic faculty of the Kolozsvar University ex
pressly because “minority students are a menace to the 
State” .

The Banking Act of 8th May, 1934, debars the represent
atives of minority credit institutes from obtaining seats on 
the Supreme Banking Council.

A protest against the Act of 17th July, 1934, dealing 
with the Private Property Association of County Csik, was 
lodged with the League of Nations by those concerned.

The Act of 16th July, 1934, prescribing the employment 
of Rumanians by all undertakings, ordains that 80% of the 
personnel and 50% of the Boards of Directors and Auditors, 
as well as the chairmen of the Boards of Directors, must be 
Rumanians. § 4 introduces Rumanian book-keeping by
stipulating that ledgers, inventories and journals must be 
written solely in the Rumanian language,

In the event of other business books being kept in any 
language but Rumanian an Ordinance issued by the Minister 
of Finance on 4th October, 1936, under the Act of 1st April, 
1935, imposes an extra tax of 12%.

Here mention must be made of the Royal Edict of 30th 
December, 1933, which established the censorship and 
martial law. This has been renewed by laws issued every 
six months and is still in force. Although the censorship 
extends to the whole country, it is directed primarily against 
the minorities. Since 30th December, 1933, the state of 
siege has afforded a pretext for the curtailment of a whole 
series of civil rights in the three most definitely minority 
towns of Transylvania, Nagyvarad, Temesvar and Kolozsvar, 
and martial law deprives the civil population of the 
possibility of seeking redress.

The Budgets of 1934—35, 1935—36 and 1936—37 
allowed a disproportionately smaller amount State aid to 
the clergy of the minority denominations than to the priests 
of the Greek Catholic and Greek Oriental Churches. 
Minority schools were not granted any financial aid, 
although minority citizens have to bear a heavier burden of 
taxation than the Rumanians.
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The Administration Act of 27th March, 1936, ruthlessly 
trampled underfoot the language rights of the minorities 
when, for instance, it debarred from election on the 
administrative councils all who cannot read and speak 
Rumanian and ordered debates in the various councils to 
be carried on in Rumanian only reserving to the Govern
ment the right to dissolve councils found guilty of having 
tolerated speeches made in any language other than 
Rumanian — i. e. in a minority tongue — in the course of 
the debates. This law places the minority Churches in an 
inferior position, for under it only the priests of the two 
Rumanian Churches are entitled to seats on the parish 
councils.

The Theatre Act of 10th March, 1937, was a great blow 
to the Hungarian theatres. The Rumanian theatres are 
granted subsidies and exemption from taxation, but the 
minority ones have been debarred from any participation 
in the State grants. The obligation to place theatre buildings 
— the property of the towns and counties — at the disposal 
of the Rumanian National Theatre precludes even the pos
sibility of using them for Hungarian plays. § 145 of this Act 
invests the mayors and village magistrates with the right 

— which extends also to the directors of the Rumanian 
theatres —  to put an immediate stop to any minority per
formance judged to be “anti-Rumanian" and "dangerous to 
the State".

The Agricultural Act of 27th March 1927, as well as 
the Act of 29th March, which explains Article 47 of the 
Land Reform Law and ensures the State the option of buy
ing all estates for sale over 50 acres in extent, has made it 
increasingly difficult for Hungarians to buy agricultural land 
and has greatly increased the possibility of Hungarian 
estates passing into the hands of the State or into the pos
session of Rumanians. These measures are well-calculated 
to deprive the Hungarian minority of all their lands. Before 
the Agricultural Act was passed the State Legislative Council 
(consiliul legislativ) established the fact that certain of its 
provisions were arbitrary and calculated to afford op
portunities for a series of abuses. It is characteristic that in
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the Minister’s order to both Acts the minorities are described 
as elements dangerous to the State.

The new Industrial Act makes the issuing of a trade 
license conditional on the applicant's having passed the 
language examination.

It is wellnigh impossible to enumerate all the ordinances 
issued by the Tatarescu Government which constitute a 
flagrant violation of the Minority Treaty. The space available 
allows us to mention only one or two more of them.

The Film Ordinance of 30th April, 1936, bans the use 
of minority languages on films and the presentation of 
Hungarian talking-films.

A circular Order issued by the Minister of the Interior 
forbids Hungarian texts on the boards bearing the names 
of streets and on all sign-boards.

In conclusion mention must be made of an order issued 
in the form of a circular letter on 16th September, 1937, by 
M. Valerian Pop, Minister of Commerce, in which he in
structs mirority undertakings to increase the percentage of 
their employees of Rumanian race to 50% in the head and 
subordinate posts and among skilled workers and technical 
personnel, and to 75% among non-skilled labourers, and to 
do so within three months’ time.

Political and Administrative Grievances.
Even today, eighteen years after the coming into force 

of the Minority Treaty, there can be no talk whatever 
of the political equality of the Hungarian minority, for it has 
not yet been realised.

As a consequence of the "premium" suffrage system now 
in force and of the unprecedented election abuses, the Hun
garians' share of the legislative power has been reduced to 
one-fourth of what is their due by virtue of their ratio of 
population. Instead of 37 seats in the Chamber of Deputies 
wich its ratio of population would entitle it to, the Hun
garian minority has only 8 seats; while the number of elected 
Senators recruited from the ranks of that minority was only 
3 during the recent session, not 12 — the number to which 
its ratio of population would entitle it.
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In the field of public administration the counties, towns 
and villages inhabited by Hungarians do not de facto pos
sess the autonomy due to them under the law. The elected 
councils of these corporate bodies have arbitrarily been re
placed by so-called interim commissions on which the Hun
garian minority is not represented at all or at any rate not 
in the proportion to which it is entitled, the result being that 
the centuries-old property and asserts of the Hungarian 
counties, towns and villages are left entirely at the mercy 
of irresponsible spendthrifts and wasters.

The Nationality Act — on the plea of a failure to 
observe formalities — has deprived thousands of Hungarians 
of their nationality and plunged them into a state of "home
lessness" from which they have not yet been relieved.

The dismissal en masse from the employ of the State 
or of local government bodies or of undertakings controlled 
by the State or by local government authorities (post office 
and telegraph services, railways, water-works, lighting 
works) of employees who are of Hungarian-race (this dis
missal being effected on the basis of so-called language tests 
and in most cases without the victims being offered either 
pensions or compositions) has reduced to poverty and want 
thousands of Hungarian families. The number of minority 
employees dismissed in this way since the transfer of these 
territories to Rumanian rule exceeds 400,000; the Railways 
alone having dismissed some 40,000. The language tests and 
the dismissals on the plea of those tests have been continued 
on several occasions by the Tatarescu Government. There 
is absolutely no chance of any Hungarian receiving employ
ment in any State or local government office or undertaking. 
In many Hungarian towns even the scavengers must be 
Rumanians by race.

In the public records the names of the Hungarians are 
being continually and arbitrarily changed to Rumanian 
ones, their religion being changed also to Orthodox (or Greek 
Oriental). The object of these methods is the denationalisa
tion of the Hungarians.

The personal liberty of those belonging to the Hun
garian minority is being exposed to constant danger as a 
consequence of the aggravating procedure taken against
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them on the charge of irredentism. The arbitrary methods 
and brutal behaviour of the police and the gendarmes have 
been in evidence daily during the rule of the Tatarescu 
Government too.

The sanctity of home is being flouted continuously by 
a series of domiciliary visits to the houses of the political 
leaders of the Hungarian minority, to the houses of religious 
orders and to the homes of parish priests.

The right of assembly and of association is being 
restricted by means of all kinds of prohibitions and pre
scriptions. The meetings of various Hungarian political, social, 
church and economic bodies have been prohibited. Instances 
of this latter circumstance were afforded by the prohibition 
of the general assembly of the Hungarian Party of Rumania 
convened to meet on July 18th, 1936; the refusal to permit 
the meeting and medical congress convened by the Tran
sylvanian Museum Association to meet in Temesvar in 
August, 1936. Nor was the Hungarian Ball to be held in 
Nagyvarad on January 16th, 1937, permitted. The authorities 
have also refused to give permission for the arrangement 
of popular courses in law by the Nagyvarad branch of the 
Hungarian Party.

The liberty of the Hungarian minority press is restricted 
by means of a preliminary censorship, this latter factor, 
while functioning all over the country, being primarily di
rected against the minorities. The Hungarian journalists are 
subject to a systematic persecution, being fined and im
prisoned and actually forbidden to continue their work as 
journalists.

The political persecution of Hungarian writers and 
scholars involves also an infraction of liberty of thought. 
Quite recently a Hungarian writer — Roland Daday, whose 
nom de guerre is Moses Szekely — was sentenced to six 
months' imprisonment for writing a certain novel. And an 
eminent Hungarian archaeologist — Martin Roska — was 
recently sentenced to three months' confinement by a mili
tary court on the basis of charges brought against three 
scientific publications of his.

As a consequence of the Act passed on March 27th, 
1936, the principle of the unrestricted use of the mother
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tongue cannot be enforced in the field of public administra
tion, whereas in pre-war Hungary the non-Magyar minorities 
were allowed freely to use their mother tongues in all fields 
of local government (in village, town and county) alike. In 
the field of the administration of justice too the Hungarians 
are quite unable to use their mother tongue, seeing that 
judges and magistrates who know Rumanian only are 
employed in the minority districts. The findings of the courts 
are not published in Hungarian even in regions inhabited 
exclusively by Hungarians, the only text used being the 
Rumanian one. Even today laws and ordinances are published 
exclusively in Rumanian. In villages inhabited by Hungarians 
all notices issued by the authorities are published in Ruman
ian only. Except during the past six months the censorship 
has forbidden the use of the Hungarian names of the 
historical provinces (Transylvania, the Banate, etc.) and of 
towns, villages, rivers, hills and mountains, streets and 
squares, this prohibition referring, not only to the text of 
newspapers and periodicals, but also to the titles of papers; 
and the Hungarian papers have been forced to change their 
titles or names respectively, the reason given being that those 
titles contained Hungarian geographical terms. The Rumanian 
post office refuses to deliver letters etc. with Hungarian 
addresses. No films are allowed to use Hungarian for 
captions; and Hungarian talking films are banned altogether. 
Even in sporting life the use of the Hungarian language is 
banned. Restrictions are placed on the use of minority 
languages in commerce too (in advertisements, printed mat
ter, shop-signs etc.); that language is indeed taboo in private 
life too. In August, 1936, the police forbade the minority 
inhabitants of the towns of Szatmar and Nagybanya to listen 
in to the programme of the Budapest broadcasting system, 
branding every breach of the prohibition as incitement against 
the State. Hungarian surnames and Christian names are 
entered in the registers in Rumanian guise.

Religious and Cultural Complaints.
The free exercise of religion is frequently made quite 

illusory by the action of the authorities. In many cases the 
gendarmes have not shrunk even from profaning churches.
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Arrests and atrocities and judical sentences of unwarranted 
severity all alike bear witness to the treatment meted out 
to minority priests and ministers by the authorities. In many 
places Hungarians are required to work on church festivals. 
In many cases the authorities have refused to permit the 
holding of the meetings and celebrations of church organi
sations. In September 3rd, 1934, the supreme organ of the 
Unitarian Church — the Synod — was broken up by the 
gendarmes during a meeting at Szekelykeresztur. The Hun
garians are being forced by arbitrary measures (threats, 
dismissal from office, persecution by the authorities, physical 
compulsion) to become converted to the Orthodox Church. 
In villages inhabited exlusively by Hungarians, inhabitants 
belonging to other confessions are forced to contribute 
materially and to do work towards the building of Orthodox 
and Greek Catholic (Uniate) churches.

The State grants enjoyed by minority priests and min
isters have been fixed at amounts unjustly reduced as com
pared with those given to majority priests. Rumanian office 
servants are better paid than ministers or priests belonging 
to the Hungarian minority. The Kiralyhagomellek Reformed 
Diocese and the Arad Hungarian Evangelical Superinten
dents's Office have not yet been recognised by the State. 
— In connection with the carrying into effect of the land 
reform measures, 85% of the landed property of the minority 
churches was expropriated. The property still left in their 
hand is now being subjected to an attempt by new methods 
to sequester it. The land registry authorities, for instance, 
have in deference to a simple application for that purpose, 
transferred to the possession of the State the landed estates 
belonging to the Roman Catholic Church of Transylvania, of 
the Premonstratensian Order and of the Marossziget Re
formed Church.

The teaching of Hungarian children in Hungarian de
nominational schools is being obstructed and prevented. No 
State grant is given to Hungarian denominational elementary 
or secondary schools; while recently those schools have been 
deprived also of their share of town and parish grants. The 
right of many Hungarian denominational schools to figure
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as public education institutes has been withdrawn, this means 
that the pupils of these schools have to pass examinations 
at the end of the year before outside examination boards and 
to pay extra fees therefore. In villages inhabited exclusively 
by Hungarians the impoverishment of the Hungarian popula
tion is being furthered by the enormous charges imposed 
on the villages to defray the costs of building and maintaining 
State elementary schools with Rumanian as the language of 
instruction, —  though the same inhabitants have also to 
support a Hungarian denominational school too, functioning 
in the same village. The system of compulsory name-ana
lysis and the obstacles impeding a free choice of schools 
threatens to undermine the very foundations of a peaceful 
symbiosis. Instead of carrying into effect the cultural auto
nomy of the Szeklers guaranteed in the Minority Treaty, the 
Rumanian Government has established a separate culture- 
zone in the Szekler districts too for the purpose of ruman- 
ianising the inhabitants or rather de-nationalising the Hun
garians living there. The plea urged — a falsification of 
history — being that the Szeklers are magyarised Ruman
ians. The only language used for instruction is Rumanian, 
the teaching being in the hands of teachers not knowing any 
Hungarian at all, — and that in the counties with an over
whelming majority of Szekely-Magyars, where the "culture- 
zone” teachers are paid larger salaries than those given 
to the other teachers and receive in addition a gift of 10 
hectares of land.

The Hungarian minority has numerous grievances to 
complain of also in the field of science and culture. Its 
cultural activity is impeded by innumerable obstacles, such 
as the censoring of lectures and the difficulties to be over
come when applying for permission. The Hungarian theatres 
have to contribute sums representing 26% of their receipts 
for the support of the Rumanian theatre. The Hungarians are 
put in a veritable intellectual quarantine, the customs duties 
and railway freight charges payable on foreign printed matter 
having been raised enormously. More than seventy Hungarian 
statues and art memorials have been demolished or removed 
merely because they were the products of Hungarian art 
and Hungarian history.
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The social position of the Hungarian minority offers a 
very disheartening prospect. The younger generations of 
Hungarians are prohibited access to State and other public 
offices. The universities and colleges employ a "numerus 
clausus" system to keep them at a distance. Large numbers 
of Hungarian public employees are being dismissed without 
being granted any pensions, the pretext being that they have 
failed to pass the “ language test” . The chambers controlling 
the educated professions (the chambers of advocates, of en
gineers etc.) are being nationalised. The right of Hungarians 
to obtain work in commercial and industrial undertakings 
is also being restricted. The Government is prevailing upon 
employers to dismiss their Hungarian workers and officials.

Desperate Situation in the Economic Field.
The system of inequality of treatment and of persecution 

on the part of the authorities has plunged the Hungarian 
minority into a desperate situation in the economic life of 
the country too. The agrarian reform carried into effect to 
the accompaniment of unparalleled corruption and exclusive
ly for the benefit of Rumanians took away from the Hun
garians 2.7 million Hungarian acres (1.422 English acres) of 
land, offering them practically no compensation in return. 
85% of the property and assets of the minority churches has 
been expropriated. The property of the Csik Private Property 
Association — 62,600 acres of land and other assets — have 
been confiscated illegally, the 11,659 acres which the League 
of Nations required the Rumanian Government to restore to 
the possession of the Association not having been given back 
at all. Huge assets have been sequestered by the Rumanian 
Government, from Hungarian institutions without any com
pensation whatever. The only case in which reparation has 
been made in this connection is that of the Nagyszeben 
Theresianum, which was — by Order in Council published 
in the Official Gazette on April 16th, 1937 — given back 
to the Gyulafehervar Roman Catholic Bishopric. The movable 
and immovable assets of the Haromszek County Szekler 
Educational Fund have also been entrusted to the custody 
of the Szekler National Museum; while the Ministry of
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Public Health has placed at the disposal of the Gojdu 
Endowment — which has purchased the same — the 
buildings of the Kolozsvar Elisabeth Maria Sanatorium 
sequestered in 1929.

Large Hungarian undertakings — e. g. the Petrozseny 
Colliery Co., the Hungarian Natural Gas Co. Ltd., the 
Dicsoszentmarton Nitrogen Factory, the First Hungarian 
General Insurance Co. Ltd., etc. — have been forced to 
transfer to the Rumanian State or to Rumanian undertakings 
for ridiculously trifling amounts a share of their assets. 
Rumanians must be elected on the boards of the Hungarian 
undertakings. The scale of the taxes payable by Hungarian 
farmers, traders and members of the educated professions 
has been fixed much higher than that exacted from Ruman
ians; while the collection of taxes is effected with the utmost 
ruthlessness in districts inhabited by Hungarians. Hungarian 
craftsmen and merchants receive scarcely any share of 
public contracts. The Rumanian National Bank and the 
Rumanian Industrial Credit Institute treat casually and in 
fact practically ignore the Hungarian banks and undertakings 
when distributing re-discounts or loans respectively. By dis
solving the industrial corporations or rather transferring 
their assets to the Rumanian labour chambers the authorities 
have taken away assets worth many millions more from the 
Hungarian minority. The "compossessores" of Szeklerland 
are deprived of the natural right of disposing freely of the 
yield produced by their assets, — though no obstacles are 
raised against the exercise of that right when it is a question 
of that yield being appropriated for the support of State 
or other Rumanian institutions. The economic impoverish
ment of the minorities is also the object of the National 
Labour Protection Act of 1934 and of the measures taken by 
Valer Pop — which were subsequently invalided as the 
result of the petition submitted to the League of Nations.

*
We would close this description of the distressing 

situation of the two million Hungarians living as a racial 
minority in Rumanian by quoting the following passage from 
a resolution passed by the Hungarian Party of Rumania at
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the general assembly held on September 4th and 5th, 1937, 
at Sepsiszentgyorgy: —

“ In the Rumanian press and in public meetings an in
citement to hatred of the Hungarians is being carried on 
such as would not be allowed by any other State in the world. 
The antinationality agitation punishable by law which has 
been carried on for years past —  agitation against which our 
public prosecutors have not taken any retaliatory steps at 
all — has exercised a profound effect upon Rumanian public 
opinion the influence of which is manifested in the treat
ment — now become quite intolerable —  meted out to us 
in every branch of the public administration.''
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CZECHS AND HUNGARIANS
BY

ANDREW BAJCSY-ZSILINSZKY
FORMER M. P.

A n interview with Dr. Edward Benes, President of the 
Czecho-Slovak Republic, was published in the “Kurjer 
Warsawski" of November 7th, in which, inter alia, he 

said: — "There is only one problem today which engrosses 
Czecho-Slovakia's attention, namely, how to insure to the 
German minority the position to which it is entitled. Com
pared with the German question, the rest of the minority 
problems are of no special importance and will be solved 
in an analogous manner."

This statement from the lips of the head of the Re
public may perhaps have given rise to satisfaction in Berlin, 
Warsaw and Budapest, but it will scarcely sound reassuring 
to London and Paris.

It deserves to be analysed from two points of view. 
Firstly, we must ask whether Dr, Benes was right when he 
spoke disparagingly of the importance of the rest of Czecho
slovakia’s minorities, of the Poles, Ruthenias, Slovaks and 
Hungarians. Secondly, the question arises: how is this 
minimizing of the importance of Czecho-Slovakia’s Danube 
Valley minorities and of minority problems reconciliable with 
the role of "Protector of the independence of the Danube 
Valley against German imperialism" which Czecho-Slovakia 
ascribes to herself in international politics?

It is true that the Poles in Czecho-Slovakia do not 
number more than some 100.000 souls, but the territory on 
which they live is of great importance chiefly economically 
(the coal-mines of Karvini). Besides this, they are living in 
compact and solid masses along the Czecho-Polish frontier 
and their numbers there make them important economic and
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cultural factors. From the view-point of Central European 
politics in general the Polish minority is not to be under
rated, for the attitude of the new Power, Poland, towards 
Czecho-Slovakia is largely determined by the lot of the 
Polish minority in Silesia.

The problem of the Ruthenian minority is of quite 
another nature, but no less acute and serious. Czecho
slovakia was made to guarantee the autonomy of Ruthenia 
and the Ruthenians in the Treaty of Saint Germain (she has 
hitherto avoided fulfilling that obligation), not to mention 
the fact that in Millerand’s covering letter the victorious 
Powers expressly guaranteed to the inhabitants of that pro
vince the right to voice their wishes later. Czecho-Slovakia 
does not show the slightest sign of an awareness of her in
ternational obligations or of being ready to adhere to the 
Wilsonian principles which Prague is so fond of invoking or 
to the principle of European democracy: self-determination. 
She has simply incorporated Ruthenia into the centralistic 
regime of the Czecho-Slovak Republic.

The Slovak nation and even Europe as a whole begin 
to recognize more and more clearly that the “Czecho-Slovak” 
nation is an unhistorical and arbitrary term, as much so as 
the clubbing of Serbs and Croats under the one name 
“Yugoslavs” . That the Croats are a distinct people with a 
separate racial and national character, which refuses to 
blend with the racial character of the Serbs, is more patent 
to European public opinion than the distinct racial character 
of the Slovaks and its inability to blend with that of the 
Czechs. But the passing years merely serve to strengthen 
Slovak antagonism and increase Slovak national conscious
ness, as may be proved by the recent Slovak student de
monstrations in Pozsony. In vain did the official statistics 
of 1930 — cleverly manipulated — show 66% of “ Czecho
slovaks" in the Republic; the fact remains that the whole 
region formerly known as Upper Hungary with its 4 million 
inhabitants at least and its various peoples must be regarded 
as a national minority area.

In 1918 Czecho-Slovakia took over 1.084.000 people of 
Hungarian tongue, but in 20 years official statistics have 
miraculously reduced that number to 717,861, although the
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Hungarians have propagated since then, increasing, as al
ways, more rapidly than the Czechs. Prague’s disparagement 
of the importance of the Hungarian minority in Slovakia is 
in any case not justified, the less so since the majority of 
the Hungarians live in solid blocks along the frontier be
tween Hungary and the Republic, while the more sporadic 
Hungarian elements dwell in towns famed for their high 
level of culture, where they play a role in Slovakia’s and 
Ruthenia's economic and intellectual life out of all proportion 
to their numerical strength.

But even supposing that the Polish, Ruthenian, Slovak 
and Hungarian minority problems taken separately are of 
minor significance for Czecho-Slovakia than the German 
question, in the aggregate they affect the lives of a larger 
number of people and are of greater political weight than 
is the latter, because it is primarily through the nationalities 
of old Upper Hungary that the Czech nation and historical 
Bohemia are linked up with the Danube Valley. If, then, 
Czecho-Slovakia makes light of the minority problems of 
4 million souls, she therewith disparages her own pretended 
role in the Danube Valley, the political capital on which the 
Republic exists.

About a year ago a Czech Staff officer, Colonel Em
manuel Moravec, wrote a little book explaining Czecho
slovakia's importance in international politics. This little 
volume entitled “La valeur strategique de la Tchecoslova- 
quie pour VEurope Occidentale” , an apparently scientific 
work, but one full of conscious or unconscious errors, has 
a very strong flavour of propaganda and in it the author 
paints the future of the British Empire in particular as very 
hopeless, should any misfortune befall the Republic. The 
writer of this article criticized the book severely at the time 
and showed that Colonel Moravec wrongly attributed to 
Czecho-Slovakia the historical role played in the past by 
Hungary in Central Europe. It is not so very long ago that 
M. Tardieu, then French Premier, elaborated a plan of co
operation for the Danube peoples. In 1931 Dr. Benes, then 
Foreign Minister, rejected in substance the Tardieu plan 
and adopted so rigid an attitude against the idea of a Habs- 
burg restoration that he professed himself willing rather to
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accept the Anschluss. Czecho-Slovakia s attitude at that 
period was as palpably a betrayal of the Danubian idea as 
is Dr. Benes present statement to the effect that Czecho
slovakia has no more important problem than the solution of 
the German minority question. This statement in other words 
Vneans that Czecho-Slovakia’s only real problem is how to 
effect a compromise with Germany. But what are those 
British circles likely to say to this who of late have been 
taking so much interest in Czecho-Slovakia’s affairs under 
the conviction that the Republic s security is an important 
part, even a sine qua non of the solution of the Danube 
question. Now it would seem that the Danube problem is 
such a bagatelle that it pales into insignificance before the 
importance of a Czecho-German compromise.

We are not prepared to go the length of denying to 
Czecho-Slovakia and the Czech nation, whose virtues as well 
as weaknesses and faults we know, any role at all of im
portance in Central Europe. But so much is certain: as 
surely as Austria’s independence will float in the air, like 
Mahommed’s coffin, unless supported by Hungary and the 
Hungarian nation, so surely is Czecho-Slovakia doomed to 
a life of vacillation and impotence unless she finds ways and 
means of coming to terms with us.

In his recent speech to the Committees of both Houses 
of Parliament M. Krofta, Czecho-Slovak Minister of Foreign 
Affairs, seems to have gone the length of recognizing that 
reconciliation with Hungary depends on reciprocal con
cessions. So far, however, we have seen no signs of that 
reciprocity, or even a forecast of what concessions may be 
expected from Prague politicians and diplomats. Where the 
minority question is concerned, for instance, instead of a 
recognition of our just demands based on international 
treaties and the qualities of the Hungarian folk, we are told 
by Dr. Benes that the Hungarian minority question is of no 
importance, that with the rest it is merely an adjunct of the 
solution of the German minority problem. And this, although 
the very existence of Czecho-Slovakia depends on a Czecho- 
Hungarian compromise.
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History clearly shows that Bohemia, surrounded by an 
ocean of German peoples, was able to maintain and defend 
her independence only so long as she was friend with Hun
gary. The flowering of medieval Bohemia was closely con
nected with the Czecho-Hungarian alliance which was the 
guiding principle of both nations' politics during the reign 
of the Arpadian dynasty in the XII and XIII centuries. King 
Matthias' first and oft-recurring idea was to join forces with 
Bohemia, then ruled by a national king. But Matthias was 
betrayed several times by his father-in-law, George Podje- 
brad, King of Bohemia, who repeatedly took sides with 
Matthias' enemies, so that the great Hungarian king was 
finally forced to attack Bohemia, when he occupied Moravia, 
Silesia and Lauzitz.

The idea of reconciliation and alliance re-emerged again 
and again during the history of the two countries. One of the 
great political schemes of Gabriel Bethlen, Prince of Tran
sylvania, at the beginning of the XVII century was to link 
the future of the Hungarian nation with that of national 
Bohemia and join forces against the imperialism of the 
German Emperors which threatened both. Bethlen was too 
late and with the loss of the battle at White Mountain Czech 
independence was also lost for centuries. When Amos John 
Commenius (Konensky), the great Czech scholar, pedagogue 
and philosopher of European fame, was forced to flee from 
his own country, it was not by accident but at the invitation 
of the noble lady, Susanne Lorantffy, wife of Prince George 
Rakoczi I, that he came to Hungary, where he spent four 
years at Sarospatak. There he wrote a book containing a 
scheme for the school at that place, and when he took leave 
of Hungary he enjoined the Hungarians to develop Hun
garian literature instead of devoting too much attention to 
Latin. A  more lively, or at any rate more collective, contact 
was established between Hungary and Bohemia at the end 
of the XVIII century after Joseph II's decree by the aid 
rendered by Hungarian to Czech Protestantism, then begin
ning to recover from the wounds inflicted on Bohemia at 
White Mountain. Hungarian Calvinist pastors were despatched 
to Bohemia, many of whose descendants still bear Hun
garian names.
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Even later on the Hungarians did not cease to show 
warm interest in and sympathy for Czech national aspira
tions. The emigrant Louis Kossuth often expressed his dis
approval of Francis Deak's compromise with Austria, de
claring that thereby Hungary was helping to accentuate the 
German character and further the German aspirations of 
Austria and was unwittingly antagonizing the Czechs and 
driving them into the arms of Panslavism. In the policy of 
the Hungarian Independent Party there was always a certain 
— more or less merely academic — inclination to forge links 
with Bohemia, more vital and friendly than those existing. 
The wish was academic chiefly because the Independent 
Party never managed to take office in Hungary. In 1915, when 
the so-called Coalition came into office* of which the In
dependent Party was but one factor in the Government 
majority, one item of its programme was to approach the 
Czechs in the spirit of Kossuth's ideas.

Even today the Hungarians entertain no fundamental 
hatred of the Czechs, but on the other hand we have rightful, 
national demands to make of them. One of them is a radical 
and reassuring regulation of the Hungarian minority question. 
The second is recognition of the fact that any attempt at 
reconstructing the Danube Valley is bound to prove a hope
less fiasco unless it takes into consideration the role played 
there for a thousand years by the Hungarian nation, the im
portance of the Hungarian nation and the fact that we are, 
after all, the most Danubian of all nations, situated as we 
are on the middle reaches of the river. The third demand 
is revision, the restoration to Hungary of at least the areas 
along the frontier inhabited by solid blocks of Hungarians, 
and the recognition of the right of the rest of the Slovak 
and Ruthenian districts to self-determination.

This, I think, would be a small price to pay in ex
change for the decisive influence that a normalization of 
relations between Hungary and Czecho-Slovakia would exert 
in insuring Czech much rather that Hungarian independence.
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Alas! there is little hope of our Czech neighbours real
izing this truth of themselves. It would be very necessary 
for the Western Powers who created Czecho-Slovakia, 
Britain in the first place, to endeavour to make the leaders 
of the Republic understand that the time is ripe for 
genuinely reciprocal concessions.
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ALBERT SZENT-GYORGYI*
BY

MRS. ILONA LENHOSSEK

The Biology and Medical Science Nobel 
Prize for the year 1937 has been awarded 
to Albert Szent-Gyorgyi, Professor of Bio- 
Chemistry in the University of Szeged.

He is the fourth Hungarian to receive the greatest scientific 
distinction. The first three Hungarian savants who were 
awarded the Nobel Prize were, however, professors in 
foreign universities. The University of Sciences of Szeged 
has every reason to be proud of the member of that corpo
ration who has now received the highest distinction known 
to the world of science; and indeed the whole of Hungary 
is proud of him too.

Albert Szent-Gyorgyi was born in Hungary of Hun
garian parents. His father, who was a landowner, came of 
an old Transylvanian noble family. His mother was Jose
phine, daughter of Joseph Lenhossek and sister of the famous 
nerve specialist, Michael Lenhossek, who died but recently. 
On the distaff side Szent-Gyorgyi was the the fourth member 
of the Lenhossek family to distinguish himself in the field 
of science.

Already in childhood's years he manifested great in
terest in natural science and at the beginning of his career 
he took a special interest in anatomy, but only for a short 
time. His first independent work in the laboratory was the 
discovery of a new method of preparing the eye for exami
nation of its tissues. In a short time, however, he turned 
to bio-chemistry, in which science he has distinguished him
self so greatly.

* From the “Buvar" of November 1937.
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By the time he took his diploma in medical science the 
war was in full swing. Szent-Gyorgyi joined the army and 
was sent down on the medical staff to the Italian front, from 
whence he was transferred to Pozsony in the capacity of 
assistant in the pharmaceutic institute. After peace was 
concluded he returned to Budapest to seek a position in 
some scientific institute where he could continue his work. 
When his endeavours proved fruitless and neither work nor 
animals for experimental purposes were forthcoming, he left 
the country.

Thanks to his great talent for languages, which enabled 
him to enter into the spirit of a foreign tongue in a few 
months, he could make himself understood wherever he 
went. This gift in later years often came to his aid in 
difficult circumstances. From Budapest he went to Prague 
in search of work at either of the two universities, but with
out success, and in a short time he left for Berlin. But there 
was no work for him there either. At last he decided to go 
to Hamburg. This, as it turned out, was a lucky step, for 
he was received with open arms and opportunities of con
tinuing his experiments were placed at his disposal. But 
research work in bio-chemistry demands many appliances 
and even more animals, all of which are costly, and Ger
many, after the war, was poor. With the best will in the 
world there was no possibility of supplying him with the 
necessary material and instruments.

Only a few hours distant there was rich Holland with 
all the facilities of scientific research. Szent-Gyorgyi had 
been in correspondence for some time with the Professor of 
Biology in Leyden and he decided to accept the post of 
assistant offered by Professor Storm van Leeuven in the 
latter's Institute of Biochemistry. Quiet years of peaceful 
work followed. Szent-Gyorgyi belongs to the category of 
scientists who approach their work without any precon
ceptions or prejudices. A  fanatic where science, laboratory 
research, is concerned, his unflagging will-power overcame 
all obstacles, and in this struggle he was aided by a breadth 
of vision and a wealth of ideas.

He stayed in Leyden for three years. During this time 
his research work carried him into the field of physical
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science. The opportunity to study this branch of learning 
exhaustively came when Professor Hamburger of the Gro
ningen University made him free of his institute where he 
acquired the knowledge necessary for his widening sphere 
of work. In Groningen, however, unforeseen difficulties 
arose. This was the hardest period of his career, when he 
had to struggle with financial worries. But neither his cour
age nor his vitality deserted him; his application to his tasks 
never faltered, nor did his enthusiasm wane. On the contrary, 
the struggle steeled him to further effort, and he continued 
his laboratory work with greater perseverance then ever. It 
is interesting to note that it was at this time when financial 
difficulties assailed him, that he wrote the essay which was 
to be the first link in the chain that finally led to the 
discovery of Vitamin C and succinic acid.

A  year and a half later he was in Cambridge working 
with Professor Hopkins who received the Nobel Prize for 
Physiology. From then on his worries were over and he 
was in possession of sufficient means for his family and his 
research work. A  warm friendship sprang up between him 
and Professor Hopkins and his scientific range of vision ex
panded greatly. He soon became a name in the world of 
science and his fame even crossed the ocean.

Thus it happened that the brothers Mayo invited him 
to Rochester to continue his experiments in their institute. 
Here Szent-Gyorgyi’s career suddenly began to soar upwards 
in a bold curve. First-class laboratory appliances were at 
his disposal, and there was material in abundance for his 
experiments. The fame of his works written in Rochester 
reached his native land and he was offered the chair of 
Bio-Chemistry in the Szeged University. He accepted and 
there fitted out the most modern laboratory perhaps in 
Europe.

Szent-Gyorgyi’s publications are very versatile. Like 
most ment of genius his interests are maniford and his ex
periments are conducted in various directions until one en
grosses his attention to the exclusion of the rest. Oxidation 
is the subject of primary interest for him: how the living 
organism utilizes the energy contained in nutritive matter.
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At one time it was thought that with our food we assimilated 
a chemical substance, some compound of carbon, which 
combined in the cells with the oxygen from the air we 
breathe and liberated energy. This theory is no longer held. 
The chief emphasis is now on hydrogen, and energy is con
sidered to be liberated by the separation of hydrogen and 
its union with oxygen. This is the gist of a process by no 
means so simple as here stated, and it was the delicate 
mechanism thereof that Szent-Gyorgyi was investigating. For 
his first experiments he used plants, in which the biological 
processes are of a slower nature and less susceptible to 
oscillations of temperature. In the course of his experiments 
he discovered a substance of such great importance that he 
was led to assume its presence in animal tissue.

This substance he succeeded in extracting from the 
suprarenal gland. To it he gave the name of hexuronic acid 
and later ascorbic acid. And he was convinced that it was 
no other substance than Vitamin C.

This very important research work was done in the Bio- 
Chemical Institute in Cambridge, where at that time Zilva 
— an expert on the question of vitamins — was working. 
Szent-Gyorgyi gave him some hexuronic acid obtained form 
the suprarenal gland and asked Zilva to test its identity with 
Vitamin C. Zilva's opinion was that none of the properties 
of hexuronic acid were identical with those of Vitamin C, 
so for the time being Szent-Gyorgyi discontinued his experi
ments with that acid and turned his attention to other 
matters.

A  few years later a publication by Tillmann, a German 
bio-chemist, attracted the attention of the scientific world. 
In it he described his experiments with ascorbic acid and 
they contradicted Zilva’s results. Szent-Gyorgyi, who by this 
time was in Szeged, determined to take up the matter anew. 
Together with his young assistant, Svirbely, he began a 
series of experiments on animals. One group of rats was 
given hexuronic acid, a second group orange juice and the 
third group food lacking Vitamin C.

The result was astounding. The charts of the rats fed 
with hexuronic acid and orange juice showed a rapid
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increase of energy, while those of the third group showed 
an equally rapid decline.

Hexuronic acid, then, was Vitamin C!
Meanwhile Szent-Gyorgyi ran out of his supply of Vita

min C. The process of extracting it from the suprarenal 
gland was very costly and the quantities obtained so infini
tely small that they were inadequate for experiments 
covering perhaps a lengthy period. Szent-Gyorgyi was con
vinced that Vitamin C could be obtained from other, vege
table, sources and this conviction led him to experiment with 
green paprika.

The presence of Vitamin C may be precisely established 
by a certain reaction. A  blue dye, dichlorphenolindophenol, 
loses its colour if Vitamin C is added. The more colour it 
loses, the more Vitamin C is present in the solution,

Szent-Gyorgyi prepared a sour extract out of paprika 
and made the test. The blue dye lost colour. So there was 
Vitamin C in vegetable substances! Szent-Gyorgyi immedia
tely set himself to the task of obtaining larger quantities of 
it. The procedure was a complicated one, but finally he 
obtained one pound of Vitamin C from twenty tons of green 
paprika.

Now he had enough material for his purposes. Further 
experiments established the fact that Vitamin C was an 
effective antidote against scurvy and the Moller-Barlow 
infantile disease besides being of great value in cases of 
haemorrhage, nephritis and even pneumonia.

In the course of his further researches in connection 
with the problem of oxidation he made a fresh discovery. In 
the living organism there are both hydrogen and oxygen 
carriers. After a lenghty work of research Szent-Gyorgyi 
discovered the existence of a third group in succinic acid 
which on losing 2 hydrogen atoms readily becomes fumaric 
acid.

These in brief are Szent-Gyorgyi’s most important 
discoveries, but with the ardour of the real research worker 
he is also engaged in numerous other experiments.

The picture of Szent-Gyorgyi's personality would be 
incomplete without a reference to the two things besides his 
work that interest him most: music and sports. He has always
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been passionately fond of skating and since his student days 
has won three skating championship on distances of 500, 
1500 and 5000 metres. Tennis is another of his favourite 
sports. Even in the most critical period of his career he never 
gave up sports, being convinced that mental work to be 
efficient must be balanced by sufficient physical exercise. 
He also declares that sport is one of best methods of 
acquiring the civic virtues of co-operation, self-sacrifice, 
quickness of decision and the spirit of fair play, since every 
team is a miniature social world in itself.

His love of music was an outstanding trait even in 
childhood, when Csajkovsky and Dvorak were his favourites. 
Today, after being a devotee of Brahms, Schumann and 
Mozart in turn, it is the tragic majesty of Beethoven’s 
music that appeals to him most.

Through the open window of the Bio-Chemical Institute 
in Szeged, where Szent-Gyorgyi works, float in the strains 
of the organ from the magnificent Cathedral, in the crypt 
of which rest the mortal remains of Kuno Klebelsberg, the 
Hungarian Minister of Education to whom Szent-Gyorgyi, 
and indirectly the world of science, owe so much. It was 
Klebelsberg who brought him home to Szeged, thus affording 
Szent-Gyorgyi the means wherewith to bring to a successful 
close his valuable experiments in connection with Vitamin C.

To conclude with Szent Gyorgyi’s own words: — ‘‘We 
have every reason to hope that an exhaustive knowledge of 
the exact nature and effects on the system of Vitamin C and 
its therapeutic uses will contribute extensively to an ameliora
tion of human suffering. The study of oxidation is likely to 
continue for a long time to be one of the richest fields of bio
chemical research.”
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NO SOLUTION OF THE DANUBE QUESTION POSSIBLE 
WITHOUT HUNGARY

In his expose of 9th November M. Kalman Kanya stated 
that Hungary’s foreign policy was based on the Rome Protocols 
and on a sincere friendship with Germany; that it continued to 
encourage friendly relations with Poland and was gratified to 
see the interest shown by the British Empire in the questions 
of the Danube Valley.

These points of Hungary's official foreign policy are com
pletely in harmony with the sentiments of Hungarian public 
opinion. Hungarian public opinion is imbued with feelings of 
sincere friendship for Italy, who, after so many experiences 
common to the history of both nations, was the first Great Power 
in the era following the War to extend a hand of friendship to 
Hungary. Hungarian public opinion also entertains feelings of 
warm friendship for Austria, the third signatory of the Rome Pro
tocols, with whom for centuries Hungary lived in personal union 
and in a practical union. Hungarians also feel that the mighty 
German nation is their friend, with whom they fought side by side 
in the Great War and together with whom they are struggling to 
obtain a revision of the untenable provisions of the Paris Peace 
Treaties. And as to the friendship between Hungary and Poland; 
it has been so firmly cemented by "sword and cup” and by a 
common temperament, that it has become proverbial.

Hungarian public opinion was particularly pleased to learn 
that the official foreign policy of the country was gratified to 
see the interest shown by Great Britain in the questions of the 
Danube Valley. From the lips of Hungary’s Foreign Minister this 
would seem to mean that not only the British people, but also 
British official circles, were interested in those problems in a 
manner favourable to Hungary. That wide circles of British 
society have shown sympathy for Hungary’s aims and look upon 
the redress of Hungary's wrongs as a European question, has 
always been highly prized by this nation. The important work of 
information begun by Lord Rothermere and continued by the 
parliamentary group acting under the leadership of Sir Robert 
Gower has laid a heavy obligation of gratitude upon the Hun
garian nation, and we have never doubted that sooner or later
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the works would make an impression on the Foreign Office too. 
The fact that Sir Robert Gower has submitted to Parliament a 
motion —  of which a report will be found in another column of 
this issue —  suggests that this influence is beginning to take 
effect.

So far as France is concerned, in his expose the Hungarian 
Foreign Minister stressed the loyalty with which the French 
Government had observed the terms of the treaties with the 
Little Entente. Naturally in the question of the value to France 
of these treaties people in France were beginning more and more 
generally, to realise the problematic character of that value. 
Quite recently (on November 13th) the “Universul” , the mouth
piece of the Rumanian anti-revisionists, had considered it 
necessary to attack those Frenchmen who were beginning to join 
the ranks of those in favour of Hungarian revisionism. Articles 
published recently in certain leading French journals also point 
to there having during the past few weeks ensued a change in 
French public opinion in the attitude towards the Hungarian 
question and certain Little Entente States which was far beyond 
anything even the most sanguine Hungarian revisionists would 
have dared to hope fĉ r a month or two ago.

No doubt these foretokens of a change of feeling have also 
contributed to make the Little Entente at long last regard it as 
opportune to speak of Hungary in a different tone from that 
previously employed. So far as Plungary is concerned, that 
country would certainly be extremely gratified if the Little En
tente were at last to accept the minimum demands which the 
world has so often heard the Hungarian Minister formulate. The 
rhetorical lapses of certain Little Entente statesmen and the 
attacks on the Hungarian minorities which the Little Entente 
States have unfortunately not discontinued are naturally not 
calculated to enhance the hopes of an understanding.

The attempts at a rapprochement have however certainly 
revealed the fact that the Little Entene too is beginning to 
realise that the Central European question —  a question which 
Lord Halifax's visit to Berlin has made a pivotal problem of 
European politics —  cannot any longer be solved without the 
knowledge and approval of Hungary. There are geographical 
moments which not even the shrewdest diplomatic jugglery can 
eliminate —  moments which even the deepest political cunning 
is compelled to take into account. A  moment of this kind is the 
circumstance that the middle reaches of the Danube are in the 
control of Hungary, the result being that the Danube question 
cannot be solved without her. With the friendship of Rome, 
Vienna and Berlin to support it, —  delighted at the interest shown 
by Great Britain, —  gratified to be able to record the breaking 
of the ice at Paris, —  interpreting the cautious feelings put out
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by Belgrade, Prague and Bucharest as signs of the time, and 
conscious of possessing the sympathy of the vast majority of the 
world's public opinion, —  the Hungarian nation believes that it 
will not have to wait much longer for a just and lasting solution 
taking account also of its vital interests,

THE HUNGARIAN PREMIER HOPES FOR A  PEACEFUL 
SOLUTION OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONFLICTS

On 26th October, before Parliament opened for its autumn 
session, Premier Daranyi announced the Government's programme, 
and speaking of Hungary's foreign policy amongst other things 
said: —

"Although the international situation is very serious and 
fraught with danger, there is every reason to hope that com- 
monsense and a recognition of other people's interests will gain 
the upper hand and that our generation will be spared a con
flict which would threaten with ruin all that has been done 
through long years in the interest of our welfare and develop
ment, We are confirmed in this hope, by the circumstance that 
definite attempts are being made by the Powers to settle con
flicts in a peaceful way and to eliminate strife with reciprocal 
understanding and goodwill. Here it will suffice to mention the 
peaceful statements made but recently in Berlin by the respon
sible leaders of two Great Powers. These statements, the sin- 
cerety of which is not open to doubt, entitle us to regard them 
as a hopeful sign that the crises threatening the peace of the 
world will pass over and the nations will again find their way 
back to the path of understanding and friendly co-operation.

“In the present critical times, amidst grave international 
circumstances, Hungary's foreign policy has remained, and will 
remain, on the lines hitherto pursued. The Rome Protocol will 
continue to be the basis of our foreign policy, and our un
changing endeavour will be —  while cultivating existing friend
ships —  to contribute, when and where opportunity arises, to 
a peaceful solution of the various international problems and 
with peaceful means promote the evolution of international co
operation resting on a firmer, better balanced basis than that 
of today. We have given fresh proof of these our endeavours 
recently during the discussion of the Spanish question in 
Geneva. Though not directly affected by the question we never
theless judged it expedient, in the interest of universal peace, 
to speak up against any possible unilateral attitude expressed 
at the League Assembly and did so convinced that any such 
unilateral attitude would but considerably endanger the much- 
desired future co-operation of the parties interested.
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“Hungary's influence on the peaceful settlement of inter
national problems is, of course, limited, and in any case her 
geographical situation prescribes that her endeavours in this 
field be directed towards the affairst of Central Europe, parti
cularly of the Danube Valley, In this connection I must remind 
you of the negotiations conducted recently with several of our 
neighbour States with a view to normalizing our relations with 
them.

“The conversations in Sinaja and Geneva have by no 
means solved our problems and at present it would be hard to 
say how much time they will take up yet. From the outset we 
were fully aware that results could be obtained only after pro
tracted, difficult and patient negotiation. It is not my intention 
to enter into details now. A ll I consider necessary to say at 
present is that for obvious reasons the normal relations desired 
cannot be achieved until a change for the better sets in, in the 
lot of the Hungarian minorities living in the territories wrested 
from Hungary. The success of the negotiations therefore de
pends on whether the States concerned are willing to adopt an 
attitude towards them which might be regarded as the in
auguration of an era of better understanding and the pledge of 
a fairer future for the minorities in question."

M. COLOMAN K AN YA ON THE NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN  
HUNGARY AND THE LITTLE ENTENTE

M. Coloman Kanya, Hungarian Minister of Foreign Affairs, 
speaking of the international situation at a meeting of the Com
mittee of Foreign Affairs (Upper and Lower Houses of Parlia
ment) on 9th November, threw into relief Hungary's participation 
in the endeavours to maintain peace, as witnessed by the 
negotiations inaugurated with a view to normalizing relations 
with the States of the Little Entente. These negotiations had 
hitherto been barren of positive results. There were no differences 
of opinion in principle on the question of military equality, and 
he hoped that —  providing the Governments of the Little Entente 
States continued to show the same willingness —  an agreement 
in this matter would be arrived at shortly.

The real point of dispute was the minority question. Here the 
standpoint of the Little Entente States was that they refused to 
undertake further obligations towards Hungary beyond the com
mitments given to the Great Powers in the international treaties. 
M. Kanya laid stress on the fact that he sincerely and seriously 
desired to ease the tension in the atmosphere. This he had also 
stated during the pourparlers to the representatives of the Little 
Entente States and to achieve it he was prepared for certain 
sacrifices. Results naturally, might be expected only if both sides
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were willing to make sacrifices and only if the Governments of 
the Little Entente countries could make up their minds to give 
a new impulse to the regulation of the minority question. On his 
part he was even willing to see the question settled on the principle 
of reciprocity. In his opinion Prague and Belgrade might perhaps 
be willing to attempt an agreement on a formula which, while 
promising an allevation of the lot of the minorities, would leave 
intact the full sovereignty of the two States, It would seem, 
however, that in view of the approaching elections in Rumania the 
Government's position was not stable enough to risk accepting the 
responsibility of such an agreement, so that until the elections 
were over there was obviously no chance of further serious 
negotiations.

"For our part" —  said M, Kanya —  “we regret the delay, 
but in spite of it we shall, so long as possible, refrain from taking 
unilateral steps and shall endeavour to resolve unsettled questions 
in a spirit of peaceful co-operation."

The Foreign Minister then denied the reports spread by a 
section of the European press that certain Powers were deter
mined to prevent at any cost the normalization of relations be
tween Hungary and the Little Entente. A t the close of his speech 
M. Kanya emphatically asserted that the main lines on which 
Hungary’s foreign policy was laid had undergone no change. That 
policy still rested on the Rome Protocols and on a sincere 
friendship with Germany sealed first by the visits of Baron Neu- 
rath, German Minister of Foreign Affairs, and Baron Blomberg, 
Minister of War to Budapest and then by the proposed visit to 
Berlin of Premier Daranyi and himself.

"W e  shall continue" —  M. Kanya went on —  “to maintain 
friendly relations with Poland, and it is with satisfaction we 
observe the interest displayed in the questions of the Danube 
Valley by Great Britain. Our relations with France are of neces
sity determined by the fact that she is bound to the States of 
the Little Entente with ties of alliance. France has always been 
scrupulous to fulfil the obligations deriving from these treaties 
and keeps alert watch over the interests of States with which we, 
on the other hand, have many problems to settle."

M. Kanya brought his expose to a close with a statement to 
the effect that Hungary's foreign policy, as far as her strength 
permitted, was an active peace policy, the aim of which was to 
establish to an ever-increasing extent the preliminary conditions 
of real peace.

During the debate afterwards M. Charles Peyer (Social De
mocratic Party), amongst others, expressed his satisfaction that 
negotiations had been opened concerning the lot of the Hungarian 
minorities, and pointed out that the state of the Hungarian work
men in Rumania had now become intolerable.
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"SO  LONG AS THE TRIANON FRONTIERS STAND WE  
CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO BE FRIENDLY W ITH OUR

NEIGHBOURS"

Speaking on 15th October by the tomb of M, Gaston Gaal, the 
founder of the biggest Opposition Party —  the Independent 
Farmers' Party, —  M, Tibor Eckhardt, its present leader, outlined 
its programme. Amongst other things he said: —

“On each occasion when, at the League of Nations or else
where, I was brought face to face with the exponents of that 
policy, I was overwhelmed with a feeling of sadness, for I was 
always forced to the conviction that the peace which was forced 
on Europe and on this dismembered country was not based on 
justice but on superior force. It was dictated by armed force and 
cannot therefore be permanent. A ll the dangers, reactions and 
conflicts that have troubled Europe ever since have their roots in 
the peace treaties, in suprematic ambitions and the absence of 
justice. For without justice peace cannot be maintained.

During the years that have elapsed since the Treaty of Trianon 
all our Governments, and not the Governments alone, but also 
the whole Hungarian nation, have clearly and explicitly defined 
their attitude in two directions. The one was that under no 
circumstances can we accept as a final solution of Hungary's 
destiny the Treaty of Trianon and the lot forced upon us by it. 
In this we cannot and will not acquiesce. This is one of the im
mutable truths that lives in the heart of every Hungarian and will 
continue to do so until justice has been done to Hungary.

The other' equally true thesis which so far at least has been 
adhered to by our Governments, the Opposition, Hungarian public 
opinion as a whole, and all the parliamentary parties is that, while 
we refuse to acquiesce in present conditions, we have done nothing 
and shall do nothing to disturb the peace of Europe. The pursuit 
of our own national ambitions has always been conducted in 
harmony with the interests of Europe as a whole.

Since Trianon, the Hungarian nation has gone through a 
period of bitter trials, vicissitudes and wretchedness, a veritable 
Golgotha of sufferings, but the patience with which they were 
borne and the wisdom and honesty displayed by the nation have 
won the respect of the world, the loss of which must not lightly 
be risked.

This was why Hungary in the past made no attempt to con
clude military alliances or pursue a policy that might have raised 
the slightest doubt concerning the peaceful intentions of the na
tion. This nation has always followed a policy of friendship with 
every well-meaning foreign Power, especially with the Great 
Powers, and with everybody who wished for our friendship and 
was ready to reciprocate i t . . .
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I declare that it is the duty not only of the adjacent States 
but also of Hungary to normalize relations in the Danube Valley... 
But I also declare that so long as the Trianon frontiers stand we 
cannot undertake to be friendly with our neighbours, for such a 
friendship would mean that we accepted at least a moral obliga
tion to defend the present frontiers, and this, knowing them to be 
unjust, we cannot do. Hungary can never undertake this obligation.

Normal relations with our neighbours are indeed necessary, 
but there can be no question of friendship within the framework 
of the Trianon borders, and this is something that everybody 
must be brought to realize.”

THE ANNUAL DINNER OF THE BRITISH-HUNGARIAN
SOCIETY

The newly re-organized British-Hungarian Society, of which 
Lord Londonderry remained the president and M, Constantine 
Masirevich, Hungary’s Minister in London, and Sir Geoffrey Knox, 
Great Britain’s Minister in Budapest, vice-presidents, held its 
annual dinner on 24th November. The speaker of the evening 
was Mr. Oliver Stanley, President of the Board of Trade. Other 
members of the distinguished gathering were Lord Newton, Lord 
and Lady Mottistone, Lord Douglas-Hamilton, Sir Frederick Leith- 
Ross, Lady Snowden, Sir Thomas Moore and Mr, W , Duckworth, 
M. P.-s, Sir Thomas Hohler former British Minister in Budapest 
and Lady Hohler. Sir William Goode, the Duchess of Gains
borough. Lady Cunynghame. Sir Barry Domville, Baron Fran
kenstein, Austria's Minister in London, the Duchess of Bagration, 
Baroness Budberg, Mr. G. Ward Price, the staff of the Hun
garian Legation and numerous representatives of the British 
press.

In his toast M. Constantin Masirevich extended a warm 
welcome to all present, especially to Lord Londonderry, Mr, 
Stanley, the guest of honour and Baron Frankenstein. He then 
continued as follows:

"You will agree with me that, in spite of the seriousness 
of the international situation, those forces which aim at eli
minating existing differences continue to work. W e may be 
of good hope that the co-operation of all Nations combined 
with mutual sacrifices will bring about that state of tranquility 
which we all desire. I rejoice to stand here and assert that 
despite all the ugly currents and whirlpools during the six 
or seven years since our last dinner, the friendship between 
England and Hungary remains unimpaired. More than that. 
The two countries now know each other far better. Where 
English people formerly came to Hungary by the hundreds
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"Hungary has asked that the whole question shall be con
sidered by the Council of the League of Nations under Article 
19 of the Covenant —  referred to by your correspondents, —  
but so far the appeal has fallen on deaf ears. Notwithstanding 
the recent partial emasculation of the League, we still hold the 
opinion that it could and should fulfil the useful function of 
applying itself to the consideration of the question. Its neglect 
up to now to do so is inexplicable and it has certainly con
tributed to, that distrust of the League which is prevalent in the 
world to-day, Hungary has already announced her willingness 
to abide by the League's decision, subject to the matter’s being 
treated with impartiality. So far as the Little Entente States are 
concerned, it is difficult to believe that they would set any such 
decision at defiance. Indeed they depend for their very existence 
upon the goodwill of the nations.

"It is clearly to the interests of Czecho-Slovakia and her 
sister States that a well-balanced and lasting peace should be 
created in the Middle Danube Valley. It is true that feeling runs 
high in the States concerned. It is equally true that the general 
situation in those States is most unsatisfactory. These conditions 
are due to the ‘‘unnatural" partition of old Hungary and the 
natural resentment of the racial minorities at the treatment 
accorded to them. We believe that subjecting the question to a 
meticulously fair examination by an impartial tribunal, at which 
all interested parties are represented, could not fail to be pro
ductive of good. W e are satisfied as to what the result of the 
inquiry would be. As our Labour Party colleagues who have 
written to you point out, "where injustices exist common sense 
demands that there should be a way by which such injustices 
can be removed." We are convinced that following a just and 
equitable revision of the territorial provisions of the Treaty of 
Trianon and the observance by the nations of the rights of their 
racial minorities, a new era of prosperity will open out for an 
important part of Europe where chaos now reigns.

“We would add that our views are shared by an important 
group of our Parliamentary colleagues —  over two hundred in 
number —  representative of almost every shade of political 
opinion.” —  y  —

THE REGENT OF HUNGARY OPPOSES DICTATORSHIP 
AND THE RAISING OF THE QUESTION OF SUCCESSION

TO THE THRONE

On December 20th Admiral Nicholas Horthy de Nagybanya, 
Regent of Hungary, was present at the special session of the 
County of Jasz-Nagykun-Szolnok at which the portrait of the 
late General Stephen Horthy was unveiled. The Regent made a 
speech which created a considerable stir in political circles every-
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of tonight who possess humanity and courage who make them 
possible. It requires no little humanity and a lot of courage 
for a Minister in charge of a Film Bill to tell the House of 
Commons that he prefers Mickey Mouse to "High Brow” films. 
Most of us probably agree with Mr. Stanley in preferring 
Mickey Mouse. But whether we agree or not about that I am 
sure you will all agree in saying how honoured we are that 
Mr. Stanley came here, in welcoming him most warmly, and 
in coupling his distinguished name with the toast "Anglo- 
Hungarian Friendship” —  may it ever last!”

Mr. Oliver Stanley, in reply, said there had always been a 
curious similarity between the histories of the two countries, 
their constitution, and even the appearance and manners of the 
peoples.

The Hungarian history was always attractive and the Hun
garian people always courageous and loveable. As President of 
the Board of Trade it was his duty to talk about trade, and, 
thanks to his friend Sir Frederick Leith-Ross, he was able to 
do so. Of Anglo-Hungarian trade he could say that it was a 
good thing and that exchange of goods was in importance only 
equalled by exchange of ideas.

Mr. Stanley announced that the British Council in con
currence with the Hungarian Government had decided to establish 
a chair for English literature and philology at the Count Stephen 
Tisza University of Science in Debrecen. This announcement that 
the second English chair in Hungary, the need of which had 
been recognized for a long time in both countries, was to be 
established was received with great satisfaction. The appoint
ment of an eminent professor of English will take place in the 
near future, who will begin his lectures at the commencement 
of the next school-year.

This manifestation of friendship on the part of the British 
nation is a fresh sign of the cultural links between the two 
countries which of late have been greatly strengthened.

The Austrian Minister proposed "The Anglo-Hungarian 
Society". He referred to the 1,000-year association of Hungary 
and Austria and the great leaders of the two countries. When 
the whole Empire was broken up both countries had seemingly 
insuperable difficulties to overcome and they suffered from the 
loss of faith in themselves.

Lord Mottistone, chairman of the committee of the Anglo- 
Hungarian Society, responded. He said that

he was present at the signing of the Treaty of Trianon and 
knew it was all wrong and said at the time that it was a 
tragic episode and could not last for ever in the way in which 
it was put.
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The treaty might be amended and we might come, he hoped, 
in the near future to a happier plane upon which Anglo-Hun- 
garian, Anglo-Austrian, Anglo-French, Anglo-German Societies 
might combine to show the way in which they could be friends 
as they were years ago.

The Marquess of Londonderry proposed “The Chairman", 
referring to personal association with Hungary and the Hun
garians. He said that the secret of international politics was to 
be solved not through the medium of newspapers and speeches 
but by personal contacts of people belonging to the different 
nationalities in the world.

MOTION SUBMITTED TO THE BRITISH PARLIAMENT 
CONCERNING THE RESTORATION TO HUNGARY OF THE 

TERRITORIES INHABITED BY HUNGARIANS

On 2nd November, 1937, Sir Robert Gower laid a motion 
before the House of Commons in which he asked the House to 
state the opinion that, in the interests of European reconciliation 
and of justice to the Hungarian nation, the Treaty of Trianon 
should be modified so as to restore to Hungary those territories, 
inhabited, even now, mainly by Hungarians, which formerly be
longed to the Hungarian kingdom. The House was requested to 
urge the Government to seize the first opportunity of carrying 
this matter before the League Council. The motion was signed by 
Sir Robert Gower, Sir Thomas Moore, Mr. William Mabane, Sir 
Nicholas Grattan-Doyle, Mr, Baldwin-Webb and Mr. Rostron 
Duckworth.

#
Great was the satisfaction and joy with which Hungarian 

public opinion received the news that Sir Robert Gower, Chair
man of the Pro-Hungary Group in the House of Commons, had 
submitted a motion to Parliament urging a revision of the Treaty 
of Trianon. The motion, which was supported by the signatures 
of numerous M. P.-s, demands a revision of that Treaty such as 
would restore to Hungary the essentially Magyar areas formerly 
belonging to the kingdom of Hungary.

Britain's interest in the problems of the Danube Valley is 
not of recent birth; it stretches back over ten years. It was 
awakened by an article entitled “Hungary's Place in the Sun" 
written by Lord Rothermere and published in the "Daily Mail” 
in June 1927. Since then that symbolic Sun has been casting its 
lights with increasing power over the Danube Valley, and the 
sympathy and friendship felt by the British nation for Hungary
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has been growing in intensity and warmth, A  recognition of the 
fact that the British Empire has interests of primary importance 
on the Continent and that Britain is as closely concerned in the 
Danube Valley as any of the other Great Powers has not only 
led to the result that the press, publicists, British society and 
certain political groups are engaged in a study of the question; 
its actuality and the knowledge of its urgency has also penetrated 
into the circles shaping Britain's official policy, and —  in our 
opinion —  the Foreign Office, today, is as well aware of the 
importance of the Hungarian problem as are the M, P.-s who 
introduced the above-mentioned motion in the House of Commons.

In their manifestations of opinion the British public and 
British policy have long since passed the stage of using discreet 
and rigid formulas devised to conceal their real and honest 
views. The truth is being told straight out, and the excepted re
actions are ready to be met. The article that appeared in the 
official organ of the League of Nations Union from the pen of 
the Union’s Secretary-General, Mr. Maxwell Garnett, was ex
tremely interesting and of great significance from this point of 
view. Coming from such a source it may be regarded as inter
preting the views of that important body. No less worthy of 
note was the statement made to a Viennese newspaper by the 
well-known British diplomat, Mr. Harold Nichoison (Lord 
Balfour’s secretary at the Peace Conference). In it, amongst 
other things, he said: —

“No doubts can possibly exist that it is Britain's firm in
tention —  and this applies to her leading statesmen too —  to 
co-operative definitely in the reconstruction of Central Europe. 
W e all know well that Britain is able to undertake this task, 
for the Empire is richer and more powerful than ever before and, 
consequently, we shall always be superior also from a military 
point of view. This process of development must at the same 
time be a process of League of Nations reconstruction. A  solu
tion of the Danube Valley problems must certainly be found, in 
order to repair —  as far as possible —  the economic and politi
cal consequences of the dismemberment of the old Dual 
Monarchy.”

Mr. Nicholson was an eye-witness of the dismemberment of 
the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, and he has had much to say 
about it in his memoirs of the Peace Conference. No more com
petent opinion than his is likely to be heard on the question. 
Hungarian public opinion certainly welcomes with deep satis
faction the admission implied in the above-quoted statement, the 
more so since the same idea informs Mr. Maxwell Garnett's 
article, who, writing of Article 19 of the Covenant, makes a de
finite suggestion in principle as to how to effect a reform of 
League procedure. In his recent expose in the Committee of
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Foreign Affairs the Hungarian Foreign Minister said that we 
were gratified to see the interest displayed by Great Britain in 
the problems of the Danube Valley. We, for our part, add that 
Hungarian public opinion sees much more in that interest than 
a mere political phenomenon, for the feeling among Hungarians 
is that the period of seeking justice is drawing to a close with 
Britain's recognition of the importance of the Danube Valley, and 
the era of doing justice to Hungary is at hand. That it should 
come speedily is important, not only for the Danube Valley and 
Hungary but also for peace, and is therefore of vital interest to 
Britain as well.

In addition to the foregoing we have a few other remarks to 
make. In this case Sir Robert Gower’s motion has acquired an 
added significance in view of the fact that the official negotia
tions between Hungary and the Little Entente have supplied 
certain interested parties with an opportunity to obscure the real 
essence of the problem. Articles are appearing in rapid succes
sion in the press of the Little Entente and also in foreign organs 
supporting the same trend, which state that not only the Hun
garian Government but also Hungarian public opinion has re
linquished the idea of territorial revision and that demands for 
revision are now merely of symbolic significance. The motion 
introduced in the House of Commons is a convincing denial of 
those statements and the Hungarian nation itself is also a living 
protest against them, for there is no one in Hungary who would 
ever surrender the idea of territorial revision, nor is any Hun
garian Government conceivable that would waive, even pro
visionally, this great historical claim.

But there is no word of this! In itself the circumstance that 
in the course of the negotiations with our neighbours, inaugurated 
in Sinaja and continued in Geneva with a view to finding a 
modus vivendi, attempts to arrive at certain compromises were 
made and that these negotiations did not, de facto, touch on 
questions of territorial revision but were confined to the questions 
of military equality and the lot of the minorities, does not, can
not, signify that any surrender has been made in any direction 
where other major problems are concerned. —  y  —

LABOUR MEMBERS FOR THE REVISION OF TREATY
OF TRIANON

A  letter signed by Messrs. Ben Riley, D. Quibell and R. J. 
Davies, British M. P.s was published in the "Manchester Guar
dian" of 27th November. It ran as follows:

“Sir, — The undersigned three members of the British Par
liamentary Labour party, who recently visited during the Parlia
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mentary recess countries in Central Europe and in particular 
made a study of conditions in Hungary, desire to place on record 
their impression of the grievances from which Hungary is suf
fering as a result of the peace treaties.

"Hungary has two outstanding grievances. The first relates 
to the transference under the peace treaties of former Hungarian 
territory to the Succession States of Czecho-Slovakia, Yugo
slavia, and Rumania, and with this territory no less than three 
and a half million Hungarians. The second grievance relates to 
the treatment of these three and a half million Hungarians, 
speaking the Hungarian language and attached by history and 
sentiment to Hungary, who since 1919 have found themselves 
living under alien Governments.

"Approximately a million of them are living in Czecho
slovakia, along the left bank of the Danube, separated from 
their kith and kin by the width of the river, but as effectively 
separated from them in intercourse and trade as if they were 
200 miles away. Another one and a half millions are living in 
Rumania. Some of these are living just over the eastern frontier 
which separates Hungary from Rumania. They are divided from 
their fatherland only by stones placed at intervals across the 
fields and watched over by Rumanian soldiers posted in watch 
towers. The remainder of the Hungarians in Rumania are mainly 
in Transylvania, separated by considerable distances from the 
present Hungarian frontier. Finally, there are some 450,000 Hun
garians in Yugo-Slavia, across the southern frontier dividing 
Hungary from Yugo-Slavia,

"These three and a half million Hungarians are supposed 
to have guaranteed to them by the minority treaties equal rights 
with the people to whose country and Government they were 
allocated in 1919. These rights include the right to the use of 
their own language, newspapers, books, schools, religion, and 
equal participation in local and national government and ad
ministration. The Hungarians contend, and in proof of their 
contention they produce abundant evidence, that the minority 
treaties are deliberately and openly set on one side, especially 
in Rumania. They point, for instance, to the Rumanian law 
which provides that 75 per cent of the employees in industry 
must be of Rumanian nationality, whereas there are some districts 
where the Rumanians do not comprise more than 20 per cent 
of the population, the rest being Hungarians or Germans. This 
means that in these districts Hungarians have to be displaced 
by Rumanians, There is a similar grievance with regard to 
schools. Whereas the minority treaties provide for equal treat
ment, the Hungarians in Rumania are not only compelled to 
provide their own schools but also contribute to the schools for 
the Rumanians.
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"There are two ways in which these grievances can be dealt 
with. The first is by a revision of the Treaty of Trianon and 
the second is, as we have indicated, by the full application of 
minority rights. Regarding revision of the treaty, article 19 of 
the Covenant of the League of Nations provides that “the As
sembly may from time to time advise the reconsideration of 
treaties which have become inapplicable or whose continuance 
might endanger the peace of the world”. The Treaty of Trianon 
regarding Hungary is clearly such a case as is intended in article 
19. It is true that revision bristles with difficulties. But it is 
equally clear that where injustices exist common sense demands 
that there should be a way by which such injustices can be re
moved.

"In the meantime, pending the possibility of revision, the 
lest which ought to be done is for the Powers responsible for 
the treaties to take every means to see that the minorities which 
they placed under the respective Governments receive the rights 
to which they are entitled, and which these Governments under
took to respect. If the Governments concerned do not fulfil their 
obligation, then the Powers responsible for the treaty ought to 
insist on a League of Nations Commission making the fullest in
vestigation and reporting to the Assembly of the League. This 
running sore is one which cannot and ought not to be indefinitely 
neglected.”

THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS UNION’S SUGGESTION AS TO 
HOW  ARTICLE 19 SHOULD BE APPLIED IN PRACTICE

The “Headway” of October contains an interesting article 
entitled "Peaceful Change” by Dr. Maxwell Garnett, Secretary- 
General of the British League of Nations Union. In it he defines 
the attitude of that great British social organization towards the 
question of the practical application of the revision —  Article 19. 
—  Dr. Maxwell Garnett’s convincing arguments run as follows 
below:

"The League of Nations Union is urging that the League 
should now be furnished with the means for revising treaties, 
removing national grievances and promoting international 
justice, if need be against the will of one of the parties to 
a dispute. The Union has ventured to suggest how this might 
be done. When a Member of the League brings a grievance 
to its notice and asks for a remedy, the League (in the 
Union’s view) should appoint a Commission of Inquiry to find 
out the facts and to see what should be done. The League's 
Assembly, representing four-fifths of the people of the world,
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should then "recommend”, by a vote of the majority, the line 
to be ta'ken by the States concerned. If any of these States 
does not act on this “advice” within a reasonable time, the 
League's Council, which includes all the Great Power Members 
of the League, should decide (under Article XI of the Co
venant, but without counting the votes of the States directly 
affected) to "take any action that may be deemed wise and 
effectual to safeguard the peace of nations”. In some such way 
as this the League might develop the power to remove national 
grievances by a process of peaceful change.” —  y  —

GARVIN: "THE M AGYARS WERE UNSCRUPULOUSLY 
DISMEMBERED”

The distinguished English publicist, Mr. J. R. Garvin writing 
in his paper “The Observer” on 21st November of Lord Halifax's 
visit to Berlin, re-opened the question of the Czecho-Slovak 
Republic and amongst other things said:

"A s we have showed often in this journal, Czecho-Slova- 
kia —  the very name is forced and misleading —  is neither 
a natural nor a historic State, but an artificial contraction of 
the war-treaties whereby a mixed majority of various other 
races were subjected to the Czechs who were not half of the 
whole. The Magyars were unscrupulously dismembered to eke 
out this plan. It was wrong. It is untenable. Czecho-Slovakia 
in its present fantastic and discordant composition can only 
be held together, if at all, by Swiss principles and equal racial 
rights.”

"PROVISIONS OF THE PEACE TREATIES W HICH CANNOT  
BE RECALLED BY THE NATIONS EXCEPT W ITH FEELINGS

OF LOATHING"

The Government's electional campaign was opened in Pre
toria by General Hertzog, Prime Minister of South Africa, in 
a very interesting and bold speech. Amongst other things he said 
that the lack of confidence prevailing in international relations 
and the present race in armaments had their roots in the war 
mentality of 1919, which, today, was still so strong that it shaped 
every international event in which the victors of the war con
fronted the vanquished.

The victors could not escape from the fixed delusion that 
their victory in 1919 gave them the sacred right in 1937, and 
for ever more, to expect the vanquished to be humbly resigned 
and respect those provisions of the Peace Treaties which could 
not be recalled by the nations of Europe except with indignation
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and loathing. As a natural consequence of that, the vanquished 
exhibit the same unyielding and stubborn resistance as in 1919, 
when the Peace Treaties were forced on them. The Powers con
sidered it of greater importance to safeguard what they won by 
the Peace Treaties than to realize the ideal of peace.

—  y  —

LORD ALLEN'S MOTION CONCERNING "THE GRIEVANCES 
FROM W HICH CERTAIN NATIONS CLAIM TO BE 

SUFFERING"

"That this House views with profound anxiety the pro
gressive deterioration, in the international situation that has 
developed during the last few years; supports his Majesty's 
Government in their determination to ensure this country's 
strength and in their attempt to find some immediate solution 
of the successive crises that now confront the world; but 
would welcome at this stage a statement, to be made either in 
the British Parliament or at the League of Nations, indicating 
a comprehensive policy directed to a consideration of the 
grievances and disabilities from which certain nations claim to 
be suffering, and outlining the procedure which his Majesty's 
Government would favour with a view to the ultimate nego
tiation of an all-round settlement within the framework of the 
League of Nations and the Pact of Paris."

MARGINAL NOTES ON TW O CZECHO-SLOVAK  
STATEMENTS

An interesting interview with Dr. Bene§, President of the 
Czecho-Slovak Republic, was published in the November 7 issue 
of a Polish newspaper, the “Kurjer Warszawski”. Among other 
things President Benes said: —

"Today Czecho-Slovakia is faced with one single problem 
that occupies all our attention, namely, how to insure to the 
German minority the position to which it is entitled. Compared 
with the German question the rest of the minority problems are 
of no special importance and will be solved in an analogous 
manner."

With these words Dr. Masaryk's successor dismisses the 
problems of the Slovaks, Ruthenians, Poles and Hungarians, al
though they are no whit less important than the question of the 
Sudete Germans. It cannot be denied that the number of Sudete 
Germans is greater that that of any of the above-mentioned mi
norities taken singly or that the dynamic force of the Sudete 
Germans’ problem is greater, since behind it stands National
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Socialist Germany. Nevertheless it by no means follows that the 
rest of the minority problems are of lesser significance and that 
their solution may be achieved simply by applying the same 
methods used to solve the Sudete German question.

In the first place, as regards the problems of the Slovaks and 
the Ruthenians, as well as that of the Hungarians which in many 
aspects is akin to them, it must not be forgotten that the whole 
complexus is not merely a minority problem, but also one of 
political geography in consequence of the circumstance that the 
Slovaks, Ruthenians and Hungarians are separated from the in
habitants of the so-called historical provinces by the ridges of the 
Carpathians. In the course of centuries the Czechs and Germans 
grew used to each other, as did the Hungarians, Ruthenians and 
Slovaks during the many centuries of symbiosis in the Hungarian 
State; but the Hungarians, Ruthenians and Slovaks have not grown 
accustomed to the Czechs and the Sudete Germans with whom 
they have not been living in symbiosis even for two full decades 
yet in the same political State. The facts of the situation were 
admitted by the Czechs themselves to begin with, for they promised 
autonomy to Slovakia and Ruthenia, to the first in the Pittsburg 
Convention and to the second in the Treaty of Saint Germain 
guaranteed by the Great Powers. But it is just because these 
autonomies were never granted that the problems of the Slovaks 
and Ruthenians remain, like a festering sore on the body of the 
Republic, and a radical modification of the Constitution would 
be required to solve them.

As concerns the question of the Hungarian minority: its
significance by itself is no whit less than that of the problem of the 
Sudete Germans. For we must not lose sight of the fact that the 
stamp of Hungarian culture and Hungarian social order is more 
deeply impressed on Slovakia and Ruthenia than the stamp of 
German culture and German social order on the lands of St. 
Wenceslas. The problem of the Hungarians in Czecho-Slovakia 
affects Hungary as closely as the lot of the Sudete Germans does 
Germany, and the pourparlers now in process between Hungary 
and the Little Entente show that no modus vivendi for the norma
lization of relations is conceivable until the rights of the minori
ties are properly guaranteed.

Behind the Poles of Czech Silesia, who live compactly on a 
lingual area like the Hungarians in Slovakia and Ruthenia, stands 
Poland, who is not likely to forget that she was forced to hand 
them over to the Czechs at a critical moment of her history, when 
in defence of European civilization she was fighting a desperate 
struggle with the armies of Red Russia advancing on Warsaw.

President Benes, then, is too great an optimist if he thinks 
that the exceedingly grave nationality problems of the Czecho
slovakian Republic can be solved by an isolated settlement of
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the Sudete German question, or if he imagines that the five 
great nationality questions can be reduced to one formula.

*
In a speech delivered in the Rozsahegy Town Hall on 27th 

October Premier Hodza found it necessary and fitting to make a 
sweeping statement about the pre-war Hungarian regime. What 
he said was: —  ‘‘The suspension of Hlinka was merely a symbolic 
gesture; the Hungarians with their whole regime had suspended 
God himself."

On reading this the first question to present itself to our 
minds was how the unfriendly tone used by the Czecho-Slovak 
Premier in speaking of Hungary could be reconciled with the 
negotiations on foot between Hungary and Czecho-Slovakia, that 
is to say the Little Entente. In Hungary, ever since they started, 
not only the responsible Government factors but also the news
papers, repressing the reasonable bitterness caused by the injustice 
done to Hungary and the ruthless methods adopted by the Suc
cession States in their dealings with the Hungarian minorities, 
have behaved with the utmost fairness towards Czecho-Slovakia 
and her allies, lest the responsibility for any miscarriage of the 
negotiations should lie at Hungary's door. In contrast with this 
attitude we see that the lot of the Hungarian minorities in the 
Succession States is growing daily worse, and now —  to crown 
all —  the Czecho-Slovak Premier himself has seen fit to attack 
Hungary openly. This, naturally, will not contribute towards an 
improvement in the atmosphere of the negotiations. Our second 
observation in connection with M. Hodza's speech is that we are 
not prepared to accept the Czecho-Slovak Government as com
petent to judge the events of 27th October, 1907, or the Slovak 
policy of the pre-war Hungarian Governments. Prague's treat
ment of the Slovaks is indisputably and incomparably much less 
lenient than was Budapest's at that time, although the Hungarian 
Government was under no legal obligation to the Slovaks, while 
the Czech nation has solemnly undertaken, in the treaty concluded 
at Pittsburgh on 30th May, 1930, to grant full autonomy to 
Slovakia in all matters pertaining to legislature, administration 
and jurisprudence. That promise was never kept; in fact the 
very existence of a Slovak nation and language, which was never 
questioned by the Hungarian Government, is denied by the 
Czechs.

W e must remind the Czech Government, so apt to forget 
these matters, that in the October of 1920 the Czech legionaries 
killed many more Slovaks in Nameszto, Turdanis, Turocszentmar- 
ton, Ruttka and Zolyom than were killed by the Hungarian 
special police at Csernova —  an incident otherwise unparalleled 
in the whole history of Hungary's nationality policy. We must 
recall the massacres at Galgoc, Gyetva, etc. with their killed and
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wounded. And we must not forget to point out that it never 
happened during the Hungarian era that leading Slovak men were 
left to rot in prison for eight years like Professor Tuka, or that 
brutal measures were employed like those to which the Czechs 
had resort at the time of the recent Slovak student demonstration 
in Pozsony.

The balance-sheet does not add up unfavourably for the 
Hungarian nation. Hungary is willing to submit it for examination 
to an impartial judge. Naturally that judge must not be the 
Czecho-Slovak Government, but only the Slovaks themselves. Let 
them declare through the medium of a plebiscite conducted under 
neutral supervision what they prefer —  a Czech or a Hungarian 
regime! —  y  —

IN HIS RADIO ADDRESS THE HUNGARIAN PREMIER 
REMEMBERED THE HUNGARIAN HEROES OF AMERICA

Addressing the Hungarians living abroad, especially those 
living in America, from the Budapest Studio, on Nov. 6 M. Colo- 
man Daranyi, the Hungarian Premier, gave the following descrip
tion of the services of Hungarians to the U. S. A .:

George Washington found a loyal and most helpful friend 
in Col. Mihaly Kovacs, a Hungarian officer, who —  together 
with Palaszky, a Polish officer —  was responsible for organizing 
the light cavalry of the USA. But Col. Kovacs did more than 
this: he gave his life for the States. He fell in the battle of 
Savanna on Oct. 9, 1779, at the head of his valiant Hussars. Many 
other Hungarians had, like Col. Kovacs, given their lives for the 
U. S. A. Of all the nations taking part in the Civil War the 
Hungarians fought most valiantly and achieved the most brilliant 
success. If we considered the percentage of the Hungarians among 
the nations who were at that time living in the U. S. A. and 
compared their percentage in the American Army, we found that 
the Hungarians occupied the first place: in proportion to the 
small number of emigrants the Hungarians gave more soldiers to 
the American Army than any other nation. One of our historians 
informed us that of the 4000 Hungarian citizens of the U. S. A, 
in 1860 no less than 800 were performing active military service, 
80 to 100 being officers in the U. S. A. Army, two of these 
officers rose to the rank of Field Marshal, five were Brigadier 
Generals, fifteen of them became Colonels, and many others 
commanded the U, S. A. Army as staff officers. No other nation 
could boast of similar records. And who would not remember 
the heroism of Staff Colonel Figyelmessy, or the deadly attack 
commanded by Major Zagonyi?

The milling industry of America was modelled after the 
Hungarian system; Pilsbury, the creator of that industry in
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America, came to Budapest and acquainted himself with the 
modern methods of grinding, in order to employ them at home. 
By this means the wheat area in the U. S. A. was greatly en
larged, so that Minneapolis —  preceding Budapest —  became 
the centre of the world's industry.

The next stage of revolutionary development was reached 
through the practical utilization of electricity. The face of 
America had been completely changed at the end of the 19th 
and the beginning of the 20ieth century by the inventions of the 
ingenious T. A. Edison; it would be impossible now to imagine 
the New World without electricity. Unfortunately, it was little 
known that one of Edison's most loyal collaborators was a Hun
garian engineer, Tivadar Puskas, who not only acquainted Europe 
with Edison's inventions but also paved the way towards the 
practical utilization of electricity by the establishment in Buda
pest of the Telephone News Service; this was later on popularized 
in a different form by the wireless.

In referring to the last name it would be best to mention 
the title of a book which was published some years ago: "Then 
came Ford” ; in that book we got a description of the great 
change which the economic life of the U. S. A. had undergone 
in consequence of Ford's invention. Unfortunately, again, it was 
little known that Ford's car model was planned by a Hungarian 
engineer, Galamb.

In conclusion the Premier said:
“I quote the words of Cardinal MacGuigan of Toronto who, 

on his return from Hungary four years ago, addressed the Hun
garians in Regina as follows:

“I come from your country. I have come to know its history 
and its people. Be proud that you come from that country, which 
has shed so much blood for the welfare of Christianity and for 
the civilization of the world. Cherish the image of your old 
country in your hearts, because you cannot be good American 
citizens if you forget your old country." — y —

SCANDALOUS AFFAIRS OF PRESIDENT OF RUMANIAN 
ANTI-REVISION LEAGUE

It is reported by the "Informatia” that M. Stelian Popescu, 
editor of the “Universul" the greatest Rumanian daily paper, 
formerly Minister of Justice and founder and president of the 
“Liga Antirevizionista", has resigned his post as editor in favour 
of M. Lugojeanu, formerly Rumanian Minister in Rome.

Some weeks ago M. Popescu left for Paris; the date of his 
departure coincided with the appearance of an open letter 
published by Col. Petre Popescu. In this letter the writer in
vited M. Popescu to resign his post as editor oi the "Universul'',
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otherwise he would —  within a short time —  publish facts 
“after the publication of which the humblest Rumanian citizens 
would be entitled to spit or strike the editor in the face”, adding 
that "no self-respecting Christian and Rumanian would allow him 
enter his house any more”. M. Popescu —  whom another daily, 
the “Lumea Romaneasca” describes as a "deserter", gave an 
interview to the correspondent of a Bucharest daily and declared 
that he was "disgusted" with his country.

M. Popescu has for a long time been the object of violent 
attacks. On December 3, 1924, M. Lupu called him a traitor in 
Parliament not only because his paper sympathized with the 
Germans in occupation during the War, but because M. Popescu 
had himself discussed the possibility of selling his paper to the 
Germans. Nevertheless, M. Popescu, as President of the League, 
acquired great power and placed the League entirely at his own 
disposal, employing it not only for his political operations but 
even for his business transactions. Those who were not prepared 
to obey M. Popescu's "nationalist” machinations were at once 
decried by the “Universul” as traitors to the country; among 
those so brutally attacked was M. Victor Eftimiu, an eminent 
Rumanian author, who had the courage to raise his word in 
defence of M. Mozes Szekely, a Hungarian novellist, who was 
court-martialled and sentenced to six months' imprisonment for 
the publication of his novel “Csiitortok" (on June 25, 1935). M. 
Eftimiu, however, did not leave things at that, but issued a 
pamphlet under the title “Hands off the national flag!”, in which 
he published all those charges against M. Popescu which had 
only been whispered before.

This year in August a new campaign was launched against 
M. Popescu by the "Lumea Romaneasca”, the organ of M. Junian, 
formerly a Member representing the Peasant Party. This paper 
published ten "delicate” questions every day and declared that 
it would “overthrow the idol". By means of original photographs, 
facsimiles and other evidences the paper proposed to prove in 
long articles that during the occupation of Rumania during the 
War M. Popescu had denounced to the German military authori
ties the Rumanian Government, which was then at Jassy. The 
paper then published the evidence given by Hennenvogel, a 
German agent, from which it appears that as early as the time 
of Rumania’s neutrality M. Popescu, received 420.000 lei from 
the Germans in order to place the “Universul” at the disposal 
of the Central Powers; for this reason, the paper goes on to say, 
M. Popescu would deserve this title: “the patriot who accepts 
money for his treachery”, "Body snatcher", "forger of willsv, 
"a  louse on the Mass robes", "forger of Rumania's history", “a 
plunderer of his own family” : these are the titles under which 
the 'Lumea Romaneasca" published the articles in which it 
described M. Popescu’s whole life, his disgusting practices and
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blackmailing. The paper openly accused M. Popescu of ensnaring 
the proprietress of the “Universul", an old lady, and of forging 
—  as examining magistrate —  the will of the former proprietor, 
M. Luigi Cazavilla. On the basis of original evidence the paper 
then proves that M. Popescu had to resign his post as Minister 
of Justice on account of his dirty business manipulations, etc. 
Decrying M. Popescu as an adventurer, a swindler and an im
postor, the paper ultimately accused him of having murdered 
the former proprietor of the "Universul”, in order to take pos
session of this gigantic press concern.

Of all these charges we are only concerned with those re
ferring to M. Popescu's activity as President of the "Anti-revi
sion League” . In an article entitled “Stelian Popescu, the anti
revisionist” (published on September 8) the “Lumea Romaneasca” 
writes as follows: “The readers of the "Universul” are all
acquainted with the activity of the “Anti-revision League” : a 
few meetings in different towns of the country, where the 
"patriots” make speeches about the national flag, patriotims, and 
about the "eight-hundred-thousand” (meaning the number of those 
who gave their lives for Rumania during the war. —  Ed.). When 
all the speakers had finished their high-faluting orations and 
vain-glorying, a banquet follows with champagne and the tri
colour. This national “ limited company” enjoys, of course, re
markable grants from the budgets of several prefectures, muni
cipalities and chambers of commerce, —  in a word, every pos
sible authority. In this way the “Anti-revision League” is able to 
collect many million lei every year; but the employment of these 
sums is only known to M. Popescu himself. These sums do not 
include voluntary contributions and donations. For this is the 
character of the Rumanian people: they believe without making 
any inquiries. They will give away their last shirt off their backs. 
("If M. Popescu says that it must be so!”). Yet the Rumanian 
people must undoubtedly inquire into the way in which this 
money has been employed; they must be informed as to what 
purposes these sums were made to serve.” —  The arcticle closes 
with these words: “This was M. Popescu's last business mani
pulation . .  .”

An article entitled “Stelian Popescu and the anti-revision 
stamp”, which was published in the same paper on Sept. 20, 
said that the League was one of M. Popescu’s greatest business 
transactions. The grants brought him in remarkable sums. But 
this was not enough for him. So M. Popescu, who had become a 
"state within the State”, had had stamps printed by the printing 
office of the "Official Gazette”, to the amount of 29 million lei. 
After this he issued "certificates” , which he distributed among 
the school children at the price of 5 lei each, this fetched him 
another 5 million lei. All these millions flowed into the pockets 
of the "Great Rumanian”. —  y  —
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PREPARATIONS IN U. S. A. FOR BUDAPEST 
EUCHARISTIC CONGRESS

At the request of the Bench of Bishops and of the Chief 
Committee of Organisation of the Eucharistic Congress, the Rt. 
Rev. Louis Shvoy, D. D,, Bishop of Szekesfehervar, spent four 
months in America. He visited 21 States of the U. S. A . He 
also paid personal calls on 3 cardinals, 7 archbishops and 17 
bishops, besides visiting all the Hungarian Roman Catholic 
parishes en route. On his return from this tour, which has en
sured the success of next year's Eucharistic Congress in Buda
pest, the Bishop of Szekesfehervar was welcomed home with 
great rejoicings by his diocese. —  v —
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA
HUNGARIANS IN CZECHO-SLOVAKIA AND NEGOTIATIONS 

BETWEEN HUNGARY AND LITTLE ENTENTE

At the meeting of the Hungarian members of the Czecho
slovak Parliament and Senate on October 25, M. Geza Sziillo, 
the well-known President of the Association of Hungarian 
Members, referred to the memorandum which he and the Pre
sident and Vice-President of the United Hungarian Party had 
submitted to President Benes at the time of his election as Pre
sident of the Republic. (It will be remembered that Dr. Benes 
then promised the fulfilment of the claims contained in the me
morandum, whereby he was able to secure the votes of the Hun
garian electors for himself. —  Ed.). M, Sziillo then declared that 
they would not be satisfied with anything less than this and in
vited all the governing factors in the State to meet these claims, 
which they themselves had described as very reasonable.

Commenting on M. Krofta's expose in Parliament on Novem
ber 18, M. Sziillo objected that the Foreign Minister had made 
no reference to the question of conciliation between Czecho
slovakia and her neighbours, and to solution of the Danube 
problem or the minority question. Though speaking at some 
length about Hungary, the Foreign Minister had not pointed out 
the essence, namely the primary condition under which “some 
agreement may be reached in this respect”.

Speaking in Parliament on 18th November, Count John 
Esterhazy, acting-chairman of the United Hungarian Party, re
plied to M. Hodza's speech at Csernova and to his expose on 
the Budget. After mentioning that the tension between Czecho
slovakia and Hungary has eased slightly of late, he said: —

“All the more incomprehensible, then, was Premier Hodza's 
speach at Csernova, which —  in my opinion —  was not calculated 
to improve the friendly atmosphere to which he referred. Nor is 
the niggardly manner in which the Premier has made provision 
for the Hungarians in his expose today calculated to reinforce 
friendly relations.”

He then reminded the Premier of his promise to establish 
a Hungarian teachers' training college, to fill the Hungarian chair
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at the Pozsony University, settle satisfactorily the question of 
citizenship and soon redress the language wrongs of the Hun
garian minority. "If —  he said —  the Czecho-Slovak Govern
ment genuinely desires to create a real atmosphere of peace with 
Hungary, the Premier should have devoted more attention to 
peace with Hungary, the Premier should have devoted more 
attention to our situation and, above all, he should have fulfilled 
his old promises, for that would be the surest way of establishing 
friendly relations between the two countries. For our part, we 
distinctly declare that we have had enough of promises and 
statements. What we want now are deeds. Statements which are 
not followed by deeds result in our mistrusting Government. The 
key to the situation is in the hands of the Government, especially 
in the Premier's hands. If he wants to prevent the Hungarians 
from behaving with utter mistrust of Government, let him fulfil 
their demands, which ask for nothing more that what is 
guaranteed in the Peace Treaties and in the Constitution of the 
Republic. So long as these demands are not granted let no one 
be surprised of our attitude towards the Government remains in 
future what it has been in the past —  one of utter mistrust."

— y —

STUDENTS' DEMONSTRATIONS FOR THE LEGAL 
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF THE SLOVAK LANGUAGE  

IN THE UNIVERSITY

There are altogether four Universities in Czecho-Slovakia: 
two in Prague (one German and one Czech University), one at 
Briinn and one at Pozsony, both the latter being Czech Uni
versities. Though the University of Pozsony is, officially, a Slovak 
University, most of the professors are Czechs and the lectures 
are also held in Czech. The Slovaks are, therefore, fully justi
fied in protesting against this abnormal state of affairs, which 
forms a glaring contrast to the fairy-tale of “Slovakia's libera
tion”. Their bitterness and disappointment are being expressed, 
among other ways, in a series of demonstrations staged by 
Slovak University and Academy students in the Pozsony Komenski 
University and in the streets of ' the city, since the end of 
October.

This action of the Slovak students is backed up by the two 
autonomist parties in Slovakia: Rev. Hlinka's Catholic People's 
Party and the Lutheran Slovak People's Party, In the session of 
the Czecho-Slovaik Parliament on November 9th M. Charles 
Sidor, member of the Slovak People's Party, made reference to 
events which had taken place in connection with a demonstration 
of the Slovak students on the previous day. On that day, at the
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request of the students, a Czech Professor, Prof. Pe§ka, lectured 
on the language question. The lecture was to be followed by a 
debate, but —  much to the students’ surprise —  when some of 
them rose to open the debate after the Professor's lecture, the 
Police officer in attendance ordered them to abstain from com
menting on what had been said. A  demonstration was thereupon 
held by the students to register their protest; but the demonstra
tion was followed by scenes which —  in M. Sidor's words —  were 
"the shame of our democracy" and "a  glaring proof of the anti- 
Slovak spirit of the Police at present". The Police, M. Sidor, 
said, had treated the Slovak students with the utmost brutality, 
and one Slovak student had come to him and complained how 
the policemen, threw him on the ground, maltreating him with 
their feet and rubber batons. The Slovak People's Party issued a 
declaration to the effect that it identified itself with the lawful 
claims of the Slovak students and that it was in full sympathy 
with their grievances; the declaration concludes with the assurance 
that the Party will never desert the students in the achievement 
of their claims.

In connection with the demonstrations, the organ of the 
Party, the "Slovak" wrote as follows on 16th November:

"W ere the Czechs to show less affection for us and, instead 
of sending people from Prague among us gave the jobs to Slovaks, 
one cause of unrest would cease. Were Prague more modest in its 
affection for us, refraining from sending Czechs to fill leading 
positions among us that might well be filled by Slovaks, one cause 
of mistrust would cease. If Prague, instead of fine words, of 
which it is not chary, would respect Slovakia's economic needs, 
would regulate tariffs and settle the question of State contracts, 
several other causes of dissatisfaction would disappear. And if 
Prague would desist from ruling Slovakia with the aid of censors, 
police, gendarmes and criminal procedure: if, in a word, justice 
and equality were to take the place of armed force, there would 
be no fresh cause of dissatisfaction in the mayor part of public 
life.

The "Narodnie Noviny" of 11th November stated that it 
was unable to report the truth in connection with the student 
demonstrations, since the censoring of the articles would cost the 
Party many thousand crowns. According to reports that have 
escaped the censor's scissors, the police trashed the students un
mercifully and left them lying unconscious in their blood on the 
pavements. The students who are arrested were thrown into 
prison vans.

Another striking instance: an article dealing with the de
monstrations at Pozsony (Bratislava), which was published in 
the “Nastup”, a Slovak students’ journal, was deleted by the 
censor in 46 places.
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Expulsion of Slovak School-Boys, for 
Defending their Mother Tongue.

Reports published in the “Narodnie Noviny" and the 
“Slovak” on Nov. 21st describe an unparalleled case which took 
place at the Grammar School of Kormocbanya (Eremica), as a 
result of the students' demonstrations at Pozsony (Bratislava). 
One of the organisations in the town had posters put up which 
were full of misspellings. When the pupils of the sixth form of 
the Grammar School corrected the Slovak orthography of the 
posters, their headmaster, M. Rudolph Stanzl, a Czech engineer, 
expelled them from the school. The papers have protested against 
the expulsion of the pupils.

Monsignor Hlinka: Slovakia Looks to 
the Slovak Emigrant for Help.

At an assembly held by the Slovak colony in Vienna, on 
November 21, in commemoration of Bernolak, creator of literary 
Slovak, a letter written by Monsignor Hlinka was read; the 
writer of the letter addressed his words to the Slovaks living 
abroad, asking them to help their brothers at home in their 
struggle for the better future of the Slovak nation. Slovakia, 
Monsignor Hlinka wrote, expects a great deal of the Slovak 
emigrants, who have already given so much to their country. In 
conclusion M. Hlinka solemnly vowed that he would continue 
the campaign for Slovakia's home rule to the last and enjoined 
his brethren abroad to increase their activity and remain faith
ful to the cause.

American Slovak League Insists on In
corporation of Pittsburgh Convention.

In a resolution adopted on 22nd October, the Central Com
mittee of the American Slovak League stated that the League 
adhered unswervingly to its former resolution to struggle for an 
enforcement of the Pittsburgh Convention and refused to give 
up the Magna Charta of the Slovaks or rest until it was in
corporated in the Czecho-Slovak Constitution. (The Pittsburgh 
Convention, which was concluded by the American Czech and 
Slovak Leagues and signed amongst others by the late President 
Masaryk, guarantees Slovakia autonomy in the fields of legis
lature and the administration of justice).

—  y —

BOOKS WHICH ARE NOT TO BE INTRODUCED INTO
THE REPUBLIC

It was reported by the Official Gazette on November 12 that 
the District Court of Pozsony ordered the confiscation and sup
pression of a geographical handbook entitled "Hungary and the 
Hungarian race", which was written by the professors of Uni
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versity Jeno Cholnoky, Gyula Princz and Count Pal Teleki. 
Another typical instance of Czechoslovak censorship is the con
fiscation of the religious books: "The Heart of Christ ' by Pater 
Anton, and "Rosebuds of Mount Carmel" by Rev. Istvan Soos.

•— y —

THE RIGHT TO ESTABLISH COOPERATIVE SOCIETIES IS 
GRANTED TO THE SUDETA GERMANS BUT REFUSED 

TO THE HUNGARIANS

Commenting on the fact that the financial advisory com
mittee of the Republic has consented to the establishment of fifty 
new cooperative societies, the leading Hungarian organ in 
Czecho-Slovalkia, the “Pragai Magyar Hirlap” (Oct. 20) points 
out that the co-operative movement in Slovakia is still —  ac
cording to the provisions of law No. 210/1919 —  under the 
control of a compulsory central organ, called “Ustredne Druzstvo”. 
The number of the Hungarian co-operative societies is as low as 
20, and even these are not allowed to be directed by Hun
garians or to serve the purposes of the Hungarian population. 
The Germans are the only minority people in Czecho-Slovakia 
which is free to organize its own co-operative movement, while 
the Hungarians and the other minorities enjoy no protection 
whatever against the vicissitudes of economic life. —  y  —

AUTHORITIES COMPEL THE PROTESTANT MINISTERS TO 
CELEBRATE EXTRAORDINARY SERVICES

Addressing the general assembly of the Reformed Diocese 
of the Tisza District at Kassa on Nov. 4., the Rev. Alexander 
Magda informed the audience that in spite of the insistence of the 
Church authorites the Czechoslovak Government had so far re
fused to sanction the Constitution of the Reformed Church, which 
had led to a great deal of annoyance and done much harm. The 
Rev. Magda declared that the authorities themselves did not know 
the limits of their competence. Things had gone so far that 
initiating the district sheriffs, the parish clerks, too, felt entitled 
to give orders to the ministers of the Church, compelling them to 
hold extraordinary services even on occasions not specified by 
order of the Government; though these authorities ought to know 
perfectly well that services could only be ordered by the superior 
Church authorities, and even the resolutions of the Government 
authorities had to be carried out with their consent.

— y —
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GRIEVANCES OF POLISH MINORITY
Commenting on M. Hodza's address to Parliament on No

vember 17, the “Gazetta Polska” (Nov, 20) regretted to see that 
the Premier had made only a passing reference to the demands 
of the Polish minority. Among the most outstanding demands of 
that minority are the following: no Czech schools shall be 
established in Polish villages, the number of Polish schools 
should be allowed to increase in proportion to the percentage of 
the Polish population, and the Poles should suffer no disad
vantage because they choose to remain loyal to their nationality. 
—  On Nov. 2st the same paper complained of the fact that the 
"Dzienni Polski” , a Polish paper appearing in Czecho-Slovakia, 
had been again confiscated by the Czech authorities, because 
it had published an article dealing with the grievances of the 
Polish minority. —  y  —

926 ESPIONAGE TRIALS IN PROGRESS 
IN CZECHO-SLOVAKIA

It was reported by the “Wiener Neueste Nachrichten” , on 
Nov. 21, that 226 Czech, 423 German, 220 Hungarian and 27 
Russian nationals are being held under arrest on the charge of 
espionage. Of the 423 German prisoners on trial 350 are Czecho
slovak subjects, while 73 belong to other countries.

—  y  —

HUNGARY

PREMIER'S STATEMENT ABOUT THE MINORITY
QUESTION

On November 16th Premier Daranyi saw a deputation of 
German farmers. The gist of his reply to their requests was as 
follows:

“The present Hungarian Government, like its predecessors, 
did not pursue a policy tending to weaken the minorities in 
the field of economy. On the contrary, the Government was 
particularly careful to see that in this, as in other fields, the 
principle of full equality, de jure and de facto, should prevail in 
the relations between the majority and the minorities. Were this 
not so, the German minority in Hungary would not be so well 
off as it is today.

Then the Premier went on to point out that the Government 
was doing everything possible to satisfy the reasonable cultural 
demands of the German minority.

The Government, — said M. Daranyi — in co-operation
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with all the factors that counted, was striving to eliminate any 
possible obstacles to a definite solution of the problem, but would 
not allow the question to be turned into a means of propaganda 
or suffer undesirable influences to bear upon it, which instead 
of furthering a solution might actually prevent one. The Govern
ment regarded the question as one calling for practical measures. 
To illustrate this the Premier mentioned that the State had 
established at considerable expense one-year courses in German 
for teachers, in order to provide a sufficient number of teachers 
able to teach German well.

Premier Daranyi's reply was received by the members of 
the delegation with great satisfaction and approbation.

— y —

RUMANIA

THE RUMANIAN PHYSICIANS’ ALLIANCE ALSO DEMANDS 
A  "NUMERUS VALACHICUS”

The Rumanian Christian Physicians' Alliance, in a petition 
addressed to the Minister of Health, stated that only 55 of the 
1505 doctors whose foreign diplomas have been naturalized during 
the past 12 years were Rumanians; the rest being Jews and other 
aliens. The Alliance asked that the naturalization of foreign 
diplomas should be suspended for five years and at the same 
time announced its intention of co-operating with the Rumanian 
Christian Lawyers' Alliance and other organizations with similar 
aims, in order to protect Rumanian national interests.

—  y —

CAMPAIGN AGAINST HUNGARIAN CULTURE

The systematic campaign of the Rumanian authorities against 
the culture of the Hungarian population is being continued 
without a break. The performances of the Hungarian theatrical 
company at Marosvasarhely have been prohibited three times 
within a week, under the pretext that the same premises were 
also used for cinema performances. ("Keleti Ujsag", Oct 23.). —  
The performances of the Herz Cinema in Transylvania were pro
hibited for one day, because the title of the film was also 
printed in Hungarian (“Estilap", Nov. 7.). —  Again, the gendarmes 
of Csiksomlyo have ordered the confiscation of certain objects 
from the private collection of the Szekler Museum in that town; 
among them were a tourist map of the County of Csik, some 
Szekely toys and a Hungarian portrait of Baron Balazs Orban. 
("Magyar Lapok”, Oct. 6.). —  The Interim Municipal Commis
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sion of Marosvasarhely has removed 2500 Hungarian books from 
the City Library ("Magyar Ujsag”, Nov. 11.).

— y —

FRESH HUNGARIAN EDUCATIONAL COMPLAINTS
The Hungarian section of the State elementary school in 

the village of Omor has been closed, and Rumanian is now the 
sole language of instruction ("Deli Hirlap”, Oct. 24). In Nya- 
radandrasfalva 23 Calvinist Hungarian pupils of the State 
elementary school have been forbidden by the authorities to at
tend the Calvinist religion lessons, and on the pretext that their 
parents were of Rumanian extraction are being compelled to 
take religious instruction from the Greek Catholic priest (“Keleti 
Ujsag”, Nov. 10), —  y  —

UNITARIAN MINISTER SENTENCED TO SIX MONTHS’ 
IMPRISONMENT FOR A  FUNERAL SERMON

On a charge of agitation against the State M, Louis Csong- 
vay, Unitarian minister of Nyaradszentlaszlo, has been sentenced 
by the court in Marosvasarhely to six months' imprisonment and 
fined 4000 lei because of a funeral sermon. M. Csongvay has 
appealed against this severe sentence, which was passed in his 
and his counsel’s absence ("Magyar Lapok”, Nov. 6).

— y —

REMOVAL OF HUNGARIANS FROM FRONTIER ZONE

At a congress of the Greelk Oriental Brotherhood Associa
tion held recently in Nagyvarad, M. Sextil Puscariu, university 
professor and lay chairman of the organization, declared that the 
fortifications being built on the Hungarian frontier would be 
strong only if the people behind them were attached to their 
country. He therefore suggested that for a good many kilometres 
behind the belt of fortifications all minority inhabitants should 
be removed and Orthodox Rumanians settled in their place, 
("Szabadsag”, Nov. 9). The ultra-chauvinist “Curentul” enthusias
tically welcomes the Government's intention to settle ex-service
men in the frontier zone. The explanation given is that Govern
ment circles find it necessary to change the ethnic composition 
of the population by settling Rumanian national elements there, 
in order that the frontier may thus be strengthened ethnographi- 
cally (“Magyar Lapok”, Oct. 28). —  y  —
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HUNGARIAN OFFICIALS MOLESTED

The Prefect of County Szatmar suddenly ordered 16 county 
and municipal officials to pass another language test. Three of 
them failed (“Keleti Ujsag”, Nov, 6). —  All minority veterinary 
surgeons have been transferred from Szilagy County to places 
in various other parts of Rumania and their places filled with 
Rumanians (“Ellenzek” , Oct. 15). —  y  —

EVEN COURTS OF ARBITRATION NOT ALLOWED TO 
USE HUNGARIAN LANGUAGE

The Supreme Court has decided that the findings of the 
courts of arbitration may not be considered valid unless worded 
in Rumanian. (“Banater Deutsche Zeitung", Oct. 12).

—  y  —

YUGOSLAVIA

DISQUIETING PHENOMENA IN YUGOSLAV-HUNGARIAN
RAPPROCHEMENT

In Ujvidek (Novisad), the capital of the Danube Banate, 
there are six Hungarian cultural unions functioning; these unions 
submitted to the police an attractive and varied programme which 
they had prepared for the autumn and winter season. The police, 
however, did not consent to these performances and informed the 
unions that they would be allowed to give only one performance 
a month but in common, not separately. When the leaders ap
peared before the Prefect of Police to persuade him to withdraw 
his decision, as the prohibition of the separate performances 
would cause a financial crisis in their unions, the Prefect 
exclaimed: “Don't forget, gentlemen, that you are in Yugoslavia, 
not in Hungary!”. The leaders of the unions thereupon launched 
a campaign, in which they are protected by the Hungarian 
members of the appointed Municipal Council, who declared that 
they would resign their seats on the Council if this injustice 
was not remedied. — y  —

HUNGARIANS IGNORED WHEN APPOINTING PARISH  
COUNCILS AND ASSESSMENT COMMITTEES

The law regarding the restitution of the self-government of 
towns, which was passed in 1934, has not yet been executed. 
Thus the affairs of the 74 towns of Yugoslavia are still controlled 
by appointed Municipal Councils, whose appointment depends
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entirely on the Government, as may be seen —  among other 
things —  from the example of the city of Nagy-Becskerek 
(Petrovgrad). The Municipal Council of this city was dissolved 
without any explanation in the middle of November by M. Radic, 
Deputy Ban of the Danube Banate, who thereupon appointed a 
new Council. Although the Council has 45 members, the number 
of Hungarian members is only 5, although the Hungarians, who 
represent 27— 30% of the population of the city, would have been 
entitled to at least 12 or 13 seats on the Council. The Assess
ment Committees of the Voivodina are also just beginning their 
activity; the number of Hungarians among their members is 
negligible. Thus, for instance, the committee in Nagybecskerek has 
24 members, among whom there is not one Hungarian to be found. 
The same applies to the committee in Zombor.

The fact that the Hungarian minority in Yugoslavia is so 
severely suppressed is largely due to the circumstance that no 
attention is being paid to the principle of national equality —  
which was laid down in the minority agreements —  with regard 
to the appointment of the Assessment Committees; notwith
standing this, the Yugoslav press is always endeavouring to point 
out that the principle of equality is invariably applied to the 
minorities of the country. —  y  —

WHERE IS JUSTICE?
Following the proposal of the Minister of Education, ten 

new Secondary Schools have been opened by the Government 
Council. This is all the more surprizing as the request of the 
city of Zenta — whose population is 87% Hungarian — to 
develop its Lower Gymnasium (Grammar School) into a com
plete Secondary School with eight classes had been refused at 
the same time, although the city — in co-operation with the 
neighbouring communes — offered to defray the expenses that 
might be incurred in connection with the new classes. The reason 
why the Ministry has rejected the city's request is that it does 
not wish to open new classes in the Hungarian section of the 
schools, which it would have to do if the school were to be de
veloped into a complete Secondary School. — y  —

BLOODY CLASH BETWEEN THE GENDARMERIE AND 
THE PEASANTS IN CROATIA

A  serious clash took place on November 1st between the 
Gendarmerie and the peasants of the Croatian village of Novi 
Gradec in the district of Virovitica; five peasants —  among them 
an old man of 75 and a child of 15 —  died and eight were 
severely injured. Among those who were injured was a par
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liamentary representative of the Croatian Peasant Party, M. 
Martin Mesarov.

On this occasion M, Macek, President of the Croatian 
Peasant Party, addressed an open letter to the Premier, M, 
Stoyadinovitch, In this letter M. Macek informs the Premier 
that on the day in question a meeting —  which was previously 
reported to the authorities —  of the members of the co-operative 
society entitled "Gospodarska Sloga" was convened at the house 
of one of the farmers. Before the opening of the meeting after 
about a hundred people had assembled in the courtyard —  a 
patrol of gendarmes lined up outside the house, while a "tam- 
buritza” band was just playing old folk songs. The patrol barred 
the only exit from the courtyard and warned those present to 
depart at once. When M. Mosarov, the Croatian parliamentary 
representative, who also appeared at the meeting, came up to 
the gendarmes to explain the situation to them, the patrol fired 
a volley without any provocation, whereupon M, Mosarov him
self and several other victims dropped down wounded or dead. 
When the peasants attempted to carry the severely wounded re
presentative into the house, the patrol fired a second volley. 
Later on the patrol lined up on a dyke and fired further shots 
at the unsuspecting peasants who were on their way to the meeting- 
place. Even the amulanoe car in which the most severely in
jured persons were being taken to the hospital to Virovitica was 
fired at by the gendarmes and by Serb colonists outside the vil
lage of Majkovac, which is inhabited by Serb colonists. M. 
Macek concludes his letter with the following words:

"Sir, for this bloodshed the Croatian people expects no 
satisfaction from you, because its experiences in the past —  and 
above all, the murderous attempt in the Semj (the Parliament) 
some years ago —  have taught it that satisfaction will never be 
given. But I must warn you, Sir, that the Croatian people are 
not to be treated as free game for your uniformed and non-uni- 
formed hirelings to shoot at their pleasure. In future, therefore, 
any such criminal attack and violence will be met with similar 
violence."

A  large meeting of the Croatian national student unions was 
held on Oct. 25 in University Hall at Zagreb, at which the most 
urgent claims of the University were discussed. The meeting 
adopted a resolution setting forth the claims of the students as 
well as certain others of political nature. A  national campaign 
was declared against all forces continuing to work against the 
achievement of the ultimate goal: the restitution of the sovereignty 
of the Croat State.

While the meeting was on inside the University, the following 
inscription was to be read on the fa£ade of the building: "Down
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with the prison of Yugoslavia. Hail the independent State of 
Croatia!”.

A  strict inquiry was thereupon instituted by the Police.
— y —

CZECHO-YUGOSLAV RECIPROCITY —  IN REALITY

The confiscation was ordered by the State Attorney of the 
October issue of the "Nastup", which is the periodical organ of 
the autonomist youth of Slovakia and is published at Pozsony. 
One copy, however, has reached Budapest so that we are now 
able to see why the confiscation was ordered; one of the articles 
in the paper informs the reader that 85— 90% of the Slovaks in 
teh Batchka (Yugoslavia) voted for the Croat party in the general 
elections; for this reason, day after day, they are made to ex
perience very bitterly what a luxury it is to side with the op
position in Yugoslavia. A  Slovak student relates that whenever 
the University students in Belgrade prepare for a demonstration, 
the Slovak students are the first to be arrested and imprisoned. 
From an unconfiscated issue of the same paper we learn that 
among the teachers of the Slovak Grammar School at Petroc 
(Petrovatz) there are only a few Slovaks, the majority —  with 
the exception of one Croat —  being Serbs, who know very little 
or nothing about the Slovaks. The Slovak teachers are continually 
handicapped in their work by the Serb headmaster, M. George- 
vitch. Not one of the pupils of this school was allowed to appear 
at the festival given in honour of a party of students from 
Pozsony. The young Slovak teachers are not sent to the Gram
mar School in Petroc but to some school in South Serbia or 
Macedonia. Slovaks find it very hard to get passports to Czecho
slovakia, in fact they have often to deposit money before they 
are allowed to leave the country. Parties of students from Czecho
slovakia enjoy only 50% reduction on the Yugoslav railways, 
while travelling Italian and German students are given 75%; not 
unfrequently German students receive free tickets for the second 
class. "This is Czecho-Yugoslav reciprocity —  in reality.” : these 
are the concluding words of the interesting article of the 
"N&stup”. —  y  —

ACTUAL SITUATION OF GERMANS IN YUGOSLAVIA  
REALLY WORSE

The situation of the Germans in Yugoslavia is actually worse 
than the press of other countries would have it to be. W e have 
already taken occasion to point this out on the basis of state
ments made by the leaders of the German minority and of quo-
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tations taken from the German minority press; thus in our last 
issue we referred to a speech made by Herr Kraft, leader of 
the German minority, in the Skupstina (the Yugoslav Parlia
ment). Herr Kraft protested most vehemently against the Ger
mans being still looked upon as "second class citizens” ; he 
declared that "an ideal solution of the problem of German edu
cation would be the introduction of that educational autonomy 
within the Church which the Serbs of Hungary enjoyed until the 
end of the Great W ar".

A  typical piece of information regarding the actual situation 
of the Germans in Yugoslavia —  particularly in Slovenia —  is 
given by the “Wiener Neueste Nachrichten”, in a leading article 
published on November 10th under the title: “Ein Gegenseitig- 
keitsproblem?” (“A  question of Reciprocity?”). The writer of 
thei article draws a comparison —  on the basis of the five 
points of the recent German-Polish minority agreement —  be
tween the situation of the Germans in Slovenia and that of the 
Slovenes in Carinthia.

The real state of affairs in Yugoslavia —  says the Wiener 
Neueste Nachrichten —  is that when the children are taken to 
school at the beginning of the school year, the educational 
authorities arbitrarily and deliberately determine the children’s 
nationality, without regard to the rights of the parents or to the 
language spoken by the family. The legitimate claim of he 
Germans in the Drave Banate to use their own mother tongue 
in their intercourse with the authorities has not yet been granted. 
One by one the local organizations of the “Kulturbund” are 
being dissolved, so that there is no possibility of a cultural col
laboration. Education is, so to speak, a monopoly of the State. 
The establishment of private schools, i. e. the self-aiding of the 
minorities from their own contributions, is prohibited by the 
school laws. Even the private teaching of German teachers is 
made impossible, because those who are found doing such 
work are transferred —  as idlers —  to their places of residence. 
Things are going so far that even German religious teaching in 
the schools of the German settlement of Gottschee has fallen a 
victim to the process of Slovenization.

In almost every district under the jurisdiction of the Drave 
Banate even the native Germans have, since years, been excluded 
from the purchase of land; the fact that the applicant is a German 
is enough to induce the committees of land purchase to return a 
negative finding.

—  .V - -
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA
1356 MILLION MORE TAXES

Introducing the Budget of 1938 in Parliament, M. Kalfus, 
Minister of Finance, made an important speech on November 9, 
He began his speech with an open confession of the fact that 
the finances of the State were very unfavourably influenced by 
the expenses which were necessary for the purposes of arma
ment and frontier fortification. The Government had to choose 
between inflation or the method of covering the regular expenses 
with regular revenues and finding funds for the extraordinary 
expenses by credit operations. Besides this the regular taxes 
would have to be raised.

The Government resorted to the latter method, basing its 
credit operations on its own savings and on the generosity of 
investors. Private enterprise is at the same time expected to 
contribute an additional amount of 1150 million Czech Crowns 
in extraordinary taxes. Currency conditions have improved to a 
certain extent, the commercial index is higher; on the other 
hand, there is an increase in the index of living, a decrease in 
the total index of production, and the decrease of exports was 
necessarily accompanied by a corresponding decrease in the 
volume of transit trade. There is a decline in the export of sugar. 
By increasing the taxes and dues with the introduction of new 
taxes the Government to achieve additional revenues to the 
amount of 1155 million Czech Crowns.

The regular Budget provides an amount of 10.117,422.000 
Crowns for expenses. The total amount of revenues is estimated 
at 10.120,233.000 Crowns. Compared to the Budget of 1937 ex
penditure has risen by 1.663,680.000 Crowns. There is only a 
slight increase in the expenses of the cultural and economic de
partments, while those allotted for the purposes of national de
fence have risen tremendously. While in the Budget for 1937 
the expenses of national defence amounted to 1.360.000.000 
Crowns, they figure in the Budget for 1938 with an additional 
amount of 738,567.000 Crowns; moreover, the amount of 
243,438.000 Crowns allotted for public works, as well as an 
increase of 163,311.000 Crowns in the budget of the Ministry 
of Home Affairs, is also added to these expenses. In addition to
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the expenses provided for under the regular Budget, there is 
also an "extraordinary budget", under which an additional 
amount of 3.508.688.000 Czech Crowns has also to be provided 
for the purposes of national defence, which amount the Minister 
of Finance must find by credit operations. 1.5 to 5% of the re
venues are to accrue from the new national defence taxes, to 
be levied on the basis of the income tax. It is a typical instance 
of increased taxes that —  among other things —  the tax on 
artificial fat has been raised from 30 to 80 fillers; the tax on 
beer by 10 fillers per litre, on soda and mineral water by 20 
fillers, on textiles by 3,5% and on wine by 2.5 Crowns.

—  y —

HUNGARY
THE FINANCIAL POSITION OF THE STATE 

IN THE THIRD QUARTER 1937

In this twenty-third report on Hungary's financial position, 
Mr. Royall Tyler, the Representative in Hungary of the Financial 
Committee of the League of Nations, has summed up for the 
third quarter of 1937 in the followings the general financial 
position of this country.

“The offers made by the Hungarian authorities, in some 
cases with the support of the creditors' protective organisations, 
but where possible actually agreed with the creditors, for a 
three-year settlement (definitive in the case of the Reconstruc
tion Loan, 1924) involving direct transfers in the appropriate 
currencies now apply to the greater part of Hungary's foreign 
debts. Since my last report appeared, agreement has been 
reached on the Treasury Bills, 1931, and the offer regarding the 
non-State bonded debts has received support from bondbearers' 
protective organisations in several countries. Offers have also 
been made, and negotiations are pending, with regard to most 
of the remaining debts. Thus decided progress has been made 
towards putting Hungary's relations with her creditors on an 
agreed basis. ^

"These new arrangements will increase Hungary's free ex
change requirements for debt service, and, when extended to 
the whole of the State's foreign obligations, may cost the Treasury- 
some 15 to 20 million pengo more annually on the present basis 
than it has been paying recently. But they will simplify a 
question which has become excessively intricate, and will result 
in an all-round improvement from the creditor’s point of view. 
Their conclusion should enable further steps to be taken towards 
setting the internal credit life of the country free from the 
restrictions imposed in the depression years,
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"Budget receipts, in the first quarter of the financial year 
begun on July 1st last, were, on a level, some 6% above that 
of the corresponding months last year. Total expenditure is 
7.5% higher, this being partly caused by larger public-works pro
gramme authorised for this year. The State Undertakings are 
maintaining the progress which it has recently been possible to 
report.

“The Treasury position has continued to improve.
“The National Bank now assumes an increased measure of 

responsilibity in connection with Hungary's foreign debts, and 
is more than over obliged both to ensure that Hungary’s exports 
produce the requisite amount of free exchange and to protect 
the internal purchasing power of the currency. Its own position 
has not ceased to be strengthened.

"The cereal harvest was rather below the average, but 
fodder crops are again abundant, and food prices on foreign 
markets are higher then they were last year. Inland prices have 
also continued to rise.

"Hungary's export surplus for January— September 1937 is 
the largest recorded for the corresponding months. Trade with 
Austria has again been going less well. The big increase in ex
ports from last year to this has been largely in goods shipped 
to distant markets,

"Production and distribution inside the country are still 
rising. No appreciable increase in the broad masses appears to 
have taken place.

"The upward tendency shown for some time past in certain 
sections has still not found expression in any visible accumula
tion of savings. Profits appear to have gone to the setting-up of 
new plant, to building and the purchase of land. The Stock Ex
change, after declining in April and May, boomed again in June 
and July, but has declined during the last couple of months."

NEARLY 100 MILLIONS EXCESS OF EXPORTS 
IN TEN MONTHS

The official records published by the Hungarian Statistical 
Bureau show that the value of our imports in the month of 
October amounted to 43.4 million Pengos (in October 1936 it 
was 36.4 millions), while the value of Hungary's exports at the 
same time amounted to 52.6 millions (45.8 millions in October 
1936); thus the balance of October's export trade shows an ex
cess of exports to the amount of 9.2 (9.4) millions. The total 
value of our imports in the first ten monhts of 1937 amounted 
to 387.4 million Pengos (358.2 millions in 1936), while the amount 
realized by our exports during the same period was 484.8 (405.9) 
millions. —  Our export trade balance was favourable with a 
total of 97,4 million Pengos, as against 47.7 millions from 
January to October 1936.
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RUMANIA

IT IS NOT ALLOWED TO SELL AGRICULTURAL MACHINES 
IN RUMANIA WITHOUT A  LICENSE

A  decree of the Ministry of Agriculture —  which has been 
for a long time in preparation —  was finally published in the 
December 2nd issue of the Official Gazette. According to this 
decree only those factories, commercial undertakings and firms 
are permitted to import agricultural machines into Rumania, after 
March 22nd 1938, which are in possession of a special license. 
Thet repair-workshops are not compelled to obtain a license. The 
decree limits the term repair to the work done on agricultural 
machines and tools modifying the volume, capacity and weight 
with 50% at the most. No agricultural machines drawn by beasts 
or tools, whether home-made or imported can be put on the 
market or sold to farmers unless the origin, i. e, the trademark 
appears clearly on it. The mark has to be either stamped upon 
the machine or engraved into it or else appear on a tablet screwed 
on it. Besides the mark the weight in kilogramms has also to 
appear on smaller agricultural tools, such as hoes, spades, scythes, 
rakes, sickles as well as ploughs to be drawn by beasts, harrows 
and sowing machines etc.

YUGOSLAVIA
HALF -A-MILLION UNEMPLOYED

Appearing at the annual meeting of the National Choral 
Union at Zombor on November 14, M. Dragisa Cvetkovic, Minister 
for Social Welfare, gave an interview to the reporters of the 
local paper "U j Hirek” and the "Reggeli Ujsag" of Ujvid6k 
(Novisad). The Minister declared that the number of unemployed 
in the whole country amounted to half-a-million, the majority 
being farm labourers. He forgot to point out the fact that most 
of these unemployed are to be found in the ranks of those poor 
Hungarian farm-hands who, before the Serbian regime, had found 
labour and living on the large estates in the now detached ter
ritories, and who were not allowed to enjoy the benefits of the 
Land Reform which had been introduced by the Government's 
edict of February 25, 1919.
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FOOTBALL

Football playing in Hungary has now arrived at its forty 
years' jubilee. The first football match in Hungary was played 
in Budapest on October 31, 1897, at which not more than fifty 
persons were present to watch the first appearance of this new 
game. To-day, this is one of the most popular sports in the 
country, and a particularly interesting match is usually attended 
by at least fifty thousand spectators siding with one or other 
of the rival teams; this is a very high number in Hungary. No 
doubt, Hungary's football playing has well deserved this enthu
siastic interest, because in less than fifty years it has reached 
the foremost rank among the nations of Europe.

A  striking example of its wonderful development was given 
by the latest victory of the Hungarian representative team. 
Having defeated the teams of Austria and Czecho-Slovakia, the 
Hungarian team has now won a match against the Swiss team, 
too. The match was played on a snow-bound ground under the 
most unusual weather conditions and ended in a victory of 
the Hungarian team by 2 : 0 .  After this match the positions for 
the International Cup are as follows:

1. Hungary.
2. Italy.
3. Czecho-Slovakia.
4. Austria.
5. Switzerland.

The final results cannot be foretold as yet, because a num
ber of matches are still to be played.

In our previous issue we gave an account of the magni
ficent performance of the Budapest team "Ferencvaros", winner 
of the Central European Cup. In this connection we have the 
pleasure to add the following particulars: before the team
reached the first place, it played 9 matches, six of which it won, 
one being a draw and two lost. This was the second time the 
team had brought the cup home to Hungary.

BOXING

The meeting at Berlin of the boxers of Germany and Hun
gary ended in a victory of the Germans by 14 : 2.
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WRESTLING

The wrestlers of Budapest defeated the Ntirnberg team —  
both in the free and in the Greco-Roman Style —  by 4 : 3 .

SWIMMING

Dr, Francis Csik, the Hungarian Olympic swimming cham
pion, recently achieved the magnificent result of 58.4 secs, in 
100 metres free-style swimming,

MOTORING

Count Alexander Andrassy, a Hungarian aristocrat, has 
offered an itinerant prize for the Montecarlo rally, which is 
arranged every year in January. The prize will be won by those 
racers who reach Montecarlo via Athens— Budapest in cars, 
equipped with cylinders of less than 1500 cm3.

—  y —
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